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Sammanfattning 

Den här studien använder kvalitativ metod och hermeneutisk fenomenologisk ansats i syfte att 

utöka forskningsfältet kring organisatoriska talangprogram riktade mot nyexaminerade 

studenter – så kallade graduate programs. Uppsatsens frågeställning behandlar vad som 

kännetecknar programansvarigas upplevelser av att arbete med programmen och hur de skapar 

värde för organisationer. Åtta semistrukturerade intervjuer á cirka 60 minuter har genomförts 

med programansvariga på åtta olika svenska organisationer. Den insamlade datan diskuteras 

med hjälp av litteratur inom Talent Management-fältet som berör hur organisationer arbetar med 

talangbegreppet, det psykologiska kontraktet och värdeskapande. Den huvudsakliga slutsatsen 

från studien är att programansvariges arbete med graduate-program formas av att ta en ”objekt 

approach” till talang. Detta syns tydligt i hur graduates främst rekryteras efter sina personliga 

egenskaper och tycks sedan följa programansvariga i deras fortsatta arbete med programmet, 

som präglas av en ständig balansgång mellan att anpassa graduates höga förväntningar till den 

organisatoriska verkligheten. Programansvariges arbete med graduate-program tillför onekligen 

värde till organisationer i form av att bringa in rätt sorts personliga egenskaper till 

organisationen, marknadsföra organisationen som en attraktiv arbetsgivare samt underlätta den 

övergripande kommunikation inom organisationen. Dock medför den sociala komplexitet som 

kännetecknar det psykologiska kontraktet i graduate-program svårigheter i programansvariges 

arbete med att forma graduates så som de önskar. Ställt i relation till att programmens 

långsiktiga mål består i att säkra den långsiktiga kompetensförsörjningen är det förvånande att 

programansvarige upplever en avsaknad av tydliga mätinstrument som bedömmer programmens 

utfall. Sammantaget bidrar detta till oklarhet kring programmens egentliga return-on-investment 

och förmåga att behålla graduates på längre sikt.  

 

Nyckelord: graduates, graduate-program, talent management, talang, psykologiskt kontrakt, 

värdeskapande 
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Introduction 

Ever since the famous discourse on “the war for talent” was initiated by two McKinsley 

consultants in the 1980’s, there has been a growing interest among HR practitioners and 

scholars in the management of “talent” (Beechler & Woodward, 2009). Rooted in the idea that 

in today’s knowledge economy, an ever more important part of organizations’ strategy to 

remain competitive depends on how they work with recruiting, developing and maintaining 

talented individuals, this discourse has given birth to a distinct – albeit somewhat questioned – 

research field within HR: Talent Management (Beechler & Woodward, 2009; Iles, Chuai, & 

Preece, 2010; Chuai, Preece & Iles, 2008; Huang & Tansley, 2012; Tansley, 2011). 

Within the Talent Management field, an increasing importance of organizations’ HR 

strategies have been attached to organizational talent programs aimed towards newly graduated 

students – defined in this study as graduate programs (Jonsson & Thorgren, 2016; Collings & 

Mellahi, 2009; Festing & Schäfer, 2014; McCracken et. al, 2016; Sturges, Guest, Conway & 

Davey, 2002). Given their seemingly immense popularity among young students and 

practitioners, it is not surprising that the subject also has gained more attention in research in 

recent years. However, while some researchers describe graduate programs as a cost-effective 

way for organizations to systematically attract, identify, develop, and maintain talented 

individuals (Holt Larsen, 1996; McCracken et al., 2016; Tansley, 2011; Vloeberghs, Pepermans 

& Thielemans, 2005), others question whether they add any significant value to organizations at 

all (Dries, 2013, Connor et al., 2003, McDermott et al., 2016). Few studies have looked deeper 

into what characterizes organizations’ work with these programs and even fewer have explored 

how those who design and work with the programs perceive they add value. As with many 

Talent Management initiatives, the lack of existing research on graduate programs poses 

important questions regarding what the T in Talent Management - “talent” - really means for 

organizations working with them (Gallardo-gallardo et al., 2013).  
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This study aims to contribute to a deeper understanding of what characterizes 

organizations’ work with graduate programs and how they add value to organizations. Taking a 

phenomenological approach, it set outs to explore graduate programs through the lenses of HR 

practitioners which have received little previous attention in research: the program managers in 

charge of them.   

Theoretical Background 

In this segment, I will present the theoretical background of the study in two parts. In the first 

part, I will present an overview of previous research related to graduate programs. As 

organizations’ management of graduates and graduate programs is – both in theory and practice 

– often considered to be part of the Talent Management field within HR, I will start of by giving 

a short background to Talent Management before moving on to graduate programs. In the 

second part, I will present the theories I will use to discuss my result. In this study, I have let the 

choice of theories emerge from an ongoing dialogue between theory and my data (Järvinen & 

Mik-Meyer, 2020) and this has resulted in four theories covering three themes within TM: the 

definition of talent, the psychological contract and value-adding effects.  

Previous research 

Talent Management 

Background to Talent Management 

Talent Management (hereinafter abbreviated as TM) is used as an umbrella term for a 

range of different HR activities such as employer branding, recruitment, succession planning, 

development and retention (McCracken et al., 2016). As an own field, TM was born out of a 

highly recognized discourse on ”the war for talent” led by two McKinsey consultants in the 

1990’s. This discourse was based on two main assumptions. First, that human capital – as a 

potential source of competitive advantage – is an ever more valuable resource for organizations 
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in today’s knowledge economy. Second, that attracting and retaining talented individuals is 

getting harder because of demographic and psychological contract trends (Beechler & 

Woodward, 2009). 

 Throughout the years, several researchers have criticized the TM field for possessing 

characteristics of management fashion, pointing towards its lack of literature based on 

theoretical foundations and conceptual developments (Iles, Chuai, & Preece, 2010; Preece, Iles, 

& Chuai, 2011). Some researchers have questioned whether TM really separates itself from 

other terms like strategic HRM (SHRM) or if TM is just ‘old wine in new bottles’ (Chuai, 

Preece & Iles, 2008; Huang & Tansley, 2012; Iles et. al, 2010; Tansley, 2011). While 

recognizing the similarity between the two terms, researchers have eventually reached the 

conclusion that TM differs from SHRM through its more elitist definition. Primarily, what 

separates TM from other sub-genres within HR is its focus on the T – “talent” (Michaels, 

Handfield-Jones & Axelrod, 2011).  

Inclusive and exclusive approach to TM 

An evergreen question in TM is which employees an organization should direct its 

scarce development resources to (Cappelli, 2008). This question relates to a distinction often 

made within TM, that between the inclusive and the exclusive approach to TM. In contrast to 

the inclusive approach to TM, which involves all employees of an organization, the exclusive 

approach to TM is based on segmentation of the workforce (Boudreau & Ramstad, 2005; 

Collings & Mellahi, 2009). When taking an exclusive approach to TM, organizations direct 

their TM activities (e.g., creating specific development programs or setting up training sessions) 

to an elitist sub-group of the total workforce – that is, those individuals which organizational 

decision makers believe can make a difference to the performance of the organization in the 

short or long term. While some researchers believe an inclusive approach to TM can contribute 

to a more positive work environment, an exclusive approach to TM is believed to be able to 
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generate higher return on investment and add value through increasing the performance levels 

of the organization’s star employees (Warren, 2006; Boudreau & Ramstad, 2005). 

Graduate programs 

Graduate programs, defined in this study as organizational talent programs which target 

young, relatively recent graduates deemed to possess high potential and great leadership skills 

(Jonsson & Thorgren, 2016), is an important part of the HR strategy for many of today’s 

organizations (Collings & Mellahi, 2009; Festing & Schäfer, 2014; McCracken et. al, 2016; 

Sturges et al., 2002). Graduate programs are often managed centrally in organizations and are 

characterized by job rotations, training activities and certain assignments aimed at so called 

graduates within a specified time period (Hayman & Lorman, 2004). Organizations’ strategy of 

allocating greater resources to a certain group of employees – in this case graduates – marries 

with an exclusive approach to TM as described earlier (McCracken et al., 2016).  

There is no universal truth explaining why organizations have graduate programs. 

However, many researchers share the understanding that graduate programs can be a cost-

effective way for organizations to systematically attract, identify, develop, and maintain talented 

individuals (Holt Larsen, 1996; McCracken et al., 2016; Tansley, 2011; Vloeberghs, Pepermans 

& Thielemans, 2005). Through establishing talent pipelines for specialist and senior 

management positions and developing the competencies as well as enhancing the commitment 

among those who participate in them, graduate programs have the potential to secure the long-

term succession management of organizations (Connor et al., 2003; Garavan & Morley, 1997; 

McDermott, Mangan & O’Connor, 2006). Research conducted by Hayman and Lorman (2004) 

have shown that graduates recruited onto a graduate program experience significantly quicker 

career progression than graduates recruited onto a regular position. They argue that the potential 

benefits of having a good succession management in place likely outweigh the short-term costs 

of running a graduate program. Furthermore, Bedingfield (2005) highlights that organizing a 

graduate program opens a possibility of forming a unique group of well-networked employees 
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with knowledge of the organization as a strategic whole. Because graduates are at the beginning 

of their career, they might be easier for organizations to develop and change than other 

employees. Additionally, their organization-specific training will likely make them well-

prepared to solve strategic problems and help them in getting internal support and enthusiasm 

for important projects.  

There is some research which raises doubts about the value of having graduate 

programs. For example, a common concern among TM activities in general is that they might 

create self-fulfilling prophecies (Dries, 2013). Furthermore, a report based on review of 

literature and research on graduate employment, Connor et al. (2003) highlight their concern for 

lack of human resource planning behind graduate intake numbers. Their review suggests that 

even when organizations recruit graduates with a medium- to long-term view of them becoming 

potential future managers, the graduate intake numbers tend to be based on short-term needs of 

the business areas which will take the graduates on. Other research by McDermott et al. (2016) 

suggests that having a graduate program in place does not necessarily result in more satisfied 

graduates. Quite contrary, their research shows that having to balance prioritizes between a 

regular job and participation in an overall graduate program can frustrate graduates. Given that a 

common purpose for organizations to have a graduate program is to secure succession 

management in the long-term, organizations need to carefully manage and monitor their 

graduate programs to ensure they play positive part on the commitment of the graduates 

(McDermott et al., 2016). 

Theory 

Talent as subject or object 

Gallardo-gallardo et al. (2013) argue that the way in which organizations conceptualize 

talent affect how they practice their TM activities. Within the already mentioned division 

between inclusive and exclusive approach to TM, they divide the literature on talent into two 
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approaches: talent as subject and talent as object. If the inclusive and exclusive approach to TM 

can refer to who are considered as talented, the division into subject and object approach may 

help distinguish what it is that constitutes the talent. The main questions Gallardo-gallardo et al. 

(2013) raise from the literature are the following:  

“Does talent refer to people (subject) or the characteristics of the people (object)? Is talent more 

about performance, potential, competence, or commitment? Is talent a natural ability or does it 

relate more to mastery through practice?” (Gallardo-Gallardo, Dries, & González-Cruz, 2013, p. 

291) 

The subject approach to talent: talent as something people are 

The subject approach to talent views talent more as something people are than something they 

have. Combined with an inclusive approach to TM, a subject approach to talent emphasizes that 

all employees in an organization are talented to some extent (Buckingham & Vosburgh, 2001). 

More commonly practiced by organizations, however, is the exclusive subject approach to 

talent. This approach only categorizes a selected group of employees – often divided into high 

performers and high potentials. High performers are, as the name suggests, those who 

consistently rank among the top performers at a workplace (Smart, 2005). High potentials are 

those who – often based on qualities such as e.g., characteristics, motivation and abilities – are 

deemed be able to advance at a faster pace than their peers and show different needs from their 

“regular employees” (Pepermans, Vloeberghs, & Perkisas, 2003). In practice, Gallardo-gallardo 

et al. (2013) mean that the high potential label is usually based on past performance data. When 

this is not possible, however, organizations tend to include more sophisticated recruitment 

methods, e.g., different form of ability tests, in their recruitment of talent.  

The object approach to talent: talent as something people have 

The object approach to talent views talent as characteristics of people. Gallardo-gallardo 

et al. (2013) divides this approach into four sub-categories and state that most researchers who 
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use an object approach mainly view talent as natural ability and/or mastery, while commitment 

and fit act as supplement. Research which takes a view of talent as natural ability tends to focus 

on innate, unique, and lasting qualities among talent which are hard to imitate or develop 

through practice (Buckingham & Vosburgh, 2001). On the contrary, those who view talent as 

mastery puts greater emphasis on talent as the result of hard work and like to assess talent 

through measurable results (Pfeffer & Sutton, 2006; Ericsson, Prietula & Cokely, 2007). Talent 

as commitment refers more to the attitude of people and may define talent as e.g., a person who 

finish projects most others would barely start (Ulrich, 2007). Lastly, talent as fit emphasizes that 

the definition of talent is dependent on which context of the person and the organization. This 

view of talent is closely related to the AMO framework which highlights that aside ability and 

motivation, employees need opportunity to perform (Boselie, Dietz & Boon, 2005).  

The definition of talent in TM and graduate programs 

Few studies have to this day drawn from Gallardo-gallardo et al. (2013) framework for 

conceptualization talent, but McCracken et al. (2016) study of the graduate recruitment methods 

of six large UK organizations presents an exception. In their study, McCracken et al. (2016) 

found a great dissatisfaction among employers regarding what they perceived to be a lack of 

“work-readiness” among graduates. Their findings suggest that while employers seem to prefer 

a subject approach to TM when recruiting graduates – that is, base their selection of graduates 

on their performance or potential to perform – the lack of work experience among graduate 

applicants often force employers to take an object approach to TM instead. The employers’ 

conceptualization of graduate talent was often based on intangible qualities and experiences 

which they could only sum up as “the edge”. 

The psychological contract 

The psychological contract (hereinafter abbreviated as PC) is an exchange concept 

between employee and employer, described by Rousseau (1995:9) as “individual beliefs, shaped 
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by the organization, regarding terms of an exchange agreement between individuals and their 

organization”. The PC is deemed important for organizations because it can both positively and 

negatively affect employees’ satisfaction and performance levels, thereby indirectly affecting 

e.g., their intention to stay (Coyle-Shapiro & Kessler, 2000). Formed both by individual 

perceptions and organizational messages and cues, the PC is a dynamic process: it is formed 

already prior to an employee gets hired and typically changes or develops throughout his or her 

employment at the organization. One example of how a PC can change often illustrated in the 

literature on PC is when a transactional PC becomes a more relational PC, or vice versa. While 

a transactional PC involves economic exchanges within a defined time period, a relational PC 

involves non-economic, socio-emotional exchanges over long time. Thus, a relational PC is to a 

larger extent characterized by loyality and trust between employee and employer (Conway & 

Briner, 2005; Cuyper & Witte, 2006; Rousseau, 1990).  

In keeping with the discourse on the “war for talent” described earlier, recent literature 

on the PC points towards organizations having increasingly difficult to offer its employees 

stable, long-term employment while the power relation between employee and employer 

simultaneously has shifted towards the individual (Dries, 2013; Tucker, Kao & Verna, 2005; 

Rousseau, 2001). There is a growing understanding among researchers and practitioners within 

the HR field that today’s graduates – many times referred to as Gen Y or millennials (i.e., 

people born between the early 1980’s and early 2000’s) – have higher expectations of their 

employers than earlier generations. Graduates of today tend to want to work for employers 

which offer them great opportunities for training and development, varied work tasks and the 

possibility to work in a dynamic, highly technological workplace (Luscombe, Lewis & Biggs, 

2013; Terjesen, Vinnicombe & Freeman, 2007). While they generally want to take on 

challenging tasks, they seem to be less inclined to do so if organizations cannot offer them clear 

career paths which are in line with their own aspirations (Senior & Cubbidge, 2010). 

Furthermore, many of today’s graduates tend to see their first job as a ”stepping stone” to 
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something better, which means they look for employers which heighten their “external 

employability” (King, 2003). This is a trend which may lead to organizations having a difficult 

time keeping their best graduate talents, despite offering them opportunities for development 

(Beddingfield, 2005).  

The psychological contract in TM  

Few researchers have examined the relationship between the PC and TM (Höglund, 

2012; Clarke & Tracy, 2017). Primarily, the research has focused on how perceived talent status 

affects the PC between employee and employer and indicated that mere belief among 

employees that they may be classified as a talent by their organization can have positive effects 

on their attitude (Ehrnrooth et al., 2013; Gelens, Dries, Hofmans & Pepermans, 2014). Other 

research within the TM field suggests that perceived talent status among employees tend to 

heighten their expectations (Dries & De Gieter, 2014; Dries & Pepermans, 2008) and create 

arrogance (Pfeffer, 2001) and complacency – also known as “crown-prince syndrome”, the 

phenomenon in which employees who believe they are guaranteed a place in senior 

management lose their motivation to work hard to reach it (Dries & Pepermans, 2008; 

Ehrnrooth et al., 2018).   

The psychological contract in graduate programs 

There is some research which indicates that those who get admitted to graduate 

programs bring a number of expectations regarding what it will mean for them in the short- and 

long-term. Clarke & Tracy (2017) describes it in terms of graduates forming a mental model of 

what they might get from the organizations as graduates – a graduate PC. Similar to other 

research done on graduate programs, their study suggests that graduates tend to expect the 

opportunity to get stimulating and challenging work tasks, rotate both cross-functionally and 

geographically within the organization and receive good salary and benefits. After the program, 

graduates expect a good transition to their first ”real” job, as well as opportunities for strong 
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career development (Connor et al., 2003; McDermott, Mangan & O’Connor, 2006; Clarke & 

Tracy, 2017). Since employers in their search for top talent tend to – either implicitly or 

explicitly – promise graduates opportunities for good and fast career development, Clarke and 

Tracy (2017) mean that organizations already prior to the start of a graduate program have sent 

signals to the admitted graduates that they are special, which may lead them to expect special 

treatment.  

Employers head into graduate program with expectations as well. In a study including 

20 high potentials and 11 HR Directors across nine different organizations, Dries & De Gieter 

(2014) found that employers seem to expect three things from graduates: initiative-taking, 

consistently high performances, and realistic expectations regarding their own career planning. 

From the answers of the respondents, they highlighted a frustration among HR Directors about 

what they perceived to be unrealistic expectations from graduates regarding their own career 

development within the organization after finished program. While graduates – in line with 

other research - believed their employer was responsible for providing them with great 

opportunities to train, develop and network, both throughout the program and afterwards, the 

HR Directors expected graduates to take responsibility for their own future.  

Several authors within the TM field have argued that employers increasingly perceive 

graduates lack the soft skills needed for the work environment. Thus, what many employers 

believe differentiates high potential graduates from others within the peer group – and what they 

often seek after – are soft skills which such as communication, team working, adaptability and 

problem-solving. As opposed to job-oriented skills and knowledge, these are typically more 

transferable skills and more intricately linked to personality (McCracken et al. 2016) 

A potential difficulty in managing the PC in a graduate program can be that those who 

design the programs do not have the same knowledge about how the program is actually 

perceived compared to those who participate in it (Dries & De Gieter, 2014). In general, a great 

problem among organizations working with graduates seem to be that there is not enough 
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understanding within organizations about the graduates’ needs, which is why clear and honest 

communication between the employer and the graduate is essential (McDermott et al., 2006).  

McCracken et al. (2016) state that if organizations are to implement their TM strategies 

effectively in the future, the decision makers need to understand graduates’ specific nature as a 

talent pool. More specifically, they need to develop strategies which addresses graduates’ high 

expectations of development and future career possibilities, as only then can they maximize the 

potential of the graduates and enable the organization and its graduates to grow together. 

Furthermore, Clarke and Tracy (2017) highlight the importance for organizations to distinguish 

between TM strategy and TM implementation. TM strategy affects how e.g., a graduate 

program is branded or “sold” to participants and thus plays a key role in forming the PC 

between the organization and graduates as it influences individual expectations of what the 

program will be like. TM implementation refers to the activities that facilitate the TM strategy – 

e.g, the graduate placements, training opportunities and organizational support which take place 

within the graduate program. How well the TM implementation fits with the TM strategy will 

likely contribute to how the program is experienced and evaluated in the long-term (Clarke & 

Tracy, 2017). From their study on two graduate programs in the public sector (one in UK and 

one in Australia), Clarke & Tracy (2017) concluded that graduates who go into graduate 

programs without promises of future job security develop a more transactional PC than those 

who started the graduate program which promised full-time employment from day one. To what 

extent the graduates later shifted towards a more relational contract depended on to their 

perceived level of support from their nearest manager and/or the organization’s HR department 

(Clarke & Tracy, 2017).  

TM activities and value adding  

TM activities seen through the Resource-based view of the firm 
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When implemented effectively, TM can be a strong contributing factor in ensuring 

competitiveness of organizations, both in the short- and long-term (Beechler & Woodward, 

2009; Iles et. al, 2010; Lawler, 2008). Gelens et al. (2014) emphasizes that organizations’ 

exclusive TM strategies – what graduate programs often get labeled as – can be understood 

through the notion of the resource-based-view (RBV). According to the RBV, employees need 

to be valuable, rare and difficult-to-imitate to contribute to the competitiveness of an 

organization (Barney, 1991). An important question in relation to graduate programs, then, is 

how organizations through their graduate program make sure that the selected graduates reach 

their full potential and become valuable, rare, and difficult-to-imitate resources to the 

organization (Höglund, 2012).   

Boxall’s (2013) three tests of mutuality in employment relationships  

Within the RBV of the firm, an increasing amount of literature have acknowledged that 

a central issue for organizations is how to build alignments with their employees (Boxall, 2013). 

According to Boxall (2013), creating greater mutuality with employees – particularly those 

workforce groups which are critical to the overall performance of the organization – opens the 

possibility for organizations to create and defend hard-to-imitate sources of value. He proposes 

three tests of mutuality which form a starting point for assessing the quality of employment 

relationships: the capability match, the commitment match, and the contribution match.  

Within the capability match, employers and employees are concerned with if there is a 

static fit and a dynamic fit between them. From an organizational point-of-view, this translates 

to if the employee has the knowledge required right now and the knowledge or potential that is 

required in the long-term. The employee will in turn be concerned with if the job requires the 

knowledge obtained through education or previous work experience and if it presents an 

opportunity to explore his or her potential (Rose, 2000). The commitment match simply means 

that organizations want their employees to be committed and flexible, while employees have a 

need for security and community. Lastly, the contribution match suggests that the strength of 
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the bond between employer and employee will depend on if both parties feel they are making a 

worthwhile return on investment. Employers generally want to ensure that the benefits of 

interest alignment with employees outweigh the costs, while employees tend to factor in the 

fairness of rewards as well as their wider well-being at the organization (Boxall, 2013). 

Boxall (2013) claims that as every group of employees across the workforce does not 

contribute equally to organizational success, organizations need to develop different “mutuality 

models” for different workforce segments. Thus, a crucial challenge for organizations is how to 

successfully practice different HR models which are mutually sustainable and satisfy the needs 

among different groups of employees.   

Sparrow and Makrams’ (2015) four modes of value capture 

The four modes of value capture is a framework developed by Sparrow and Makram 

(2015) which can help bring insight into how effective TM activities are. Situated within the 

RBV of the firm described above, the four modes should be viewed as four separate processes 

and ways of thinking about value. Together, they form a useful tool for analyzing organizations’ 

total TM (Sparrow & Makram, 2015). The four processes are: value creation, value capture, 

value leverage and value protection. 

 Value creation refers to organizations’ work to attract and recruit valuable and unique 

talent and exploit their potential. Value capture is about how the organization then combines the 

group of talent with its other resources and makes it dependent on the organizational context. 

Value leverage concerns the organizations’ development and extension of the capabilities 

gained from the talent resources to create new value. Finally, value protection refers to the 

process through which organizations create isolating mechanisms to maintain its talents within 

the organization (Sparrow & Makram, 2015).  

While talent strategies may look similar from the outside, the factors which underlie 

them – such as business strategy, the inherent philosophy of the organization and the insights of 
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those who design them – are often unique (Boxall, 2012; Paauwe, 2004; Sparrow & Makram, 

2015; Sparrow et al., 2014). One potential strength in using the four modes of value creation to 

analyze talent practices is that it can be applied to different organizational settings. By 

examining the underlying issues of value, similarities and differences between e.g., MNEs, 

public sector organizations and small enterprises can more easily be identified. Regardless of 

organizational context, Sparrow and Makram (2015) argue that “star” talent is only likely to add 

value when organizations have strategic stability and share an internal understanding regarding 

how different TM activities fit into a larger TM strategy. If this is in place, it will be easier for 

organizations to decide upon what constitutes being talented, predict who will be successful, 

and to improve talent practices. Finally, they highlight that the individual creativity of star talent 

alone cannot drive value creation. Talent is dependent on the collective exchanges which 

surround them, as well as the ability of the organization to develop mechanism which isolate 

and exploits their valuable insight. (Sparrow & Makram, 2015) 

Research Aims and Objectives 

Although graduate programs appear to be subject of a growing interest among scholars 

in the Talent Management field, their effects are still relatively unknown. The research on 

graduate programs - as research within the TM field in general - is rooted in an understanding of 

talent as a source to competitiveness for organizations (Beechler & Woodward, 2009; Iles, 

Chuai, & Preece, 2010; Chuai, Preece & Iles, 2008; Huang & Tansley, 2012; Tansley, 2011), 

however, few studies have explored how those who are responsible for these programs in 

practice perceive working with talent and exemplified ways in which they add value to 

organizations.  

My aim with this research is to address this gap in existing research through exploring 

what characterizes organizations’ work with graduate programs through the lenses of program 
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managers. Furthermore, I wish to extend the existing research on graduate programs to include 

graduate programs in a Swedish context.  

My objective is to answer the following research question: 

What characterizes program managers’ work with graduate program and how do they 

perceive having these programs add value to their organizations?  

Methodology 

In this section, my aim is to give a comprehensive overview of the steps taken and choices made 

throughout the research process. First, I will outline research philosophy and design. Then, I 

will describe the method for collecting, processing and analysis my data. Lastly, I will present 

which methodological reflections I have taken to protect the participants and ensure the overall 

rigor of the study. The ethical considerations I have undertaken when conducting the research 

will be accounted for throughout. 

Research philosophy and design 

This study aims to extend the research on what characterizes program managers’ work with 

graduate programs and to gain a deeper understanding of how graduate programs add value to 

organizations. My chosen phenomenon is complex and demands a deeper insight into the 

experiences and beliefs of people. This resonates well with the overall purpose of qualitative 

methods, which look to portray a socially constructed, complex and ever-changing world. 

(Glesne 1999, as cited in Järvinen & Mik-Meyer, 2020). 

Furthermore, I made the decision that a phenomenological approach would suit my 

explorative aim. Phenomenology aims to understand the life world or human experiences as 

they are lived and constructed. In contrast to positivistic research, phenomenological research 

does not aim to measure the scope of a phenomenon or explain its causes. Instead, it aims to 
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depict the phenomenon by creating a clear picture of it as experienced by people, in other words 

reflect it in a way which is as true to the original as possible (Denscombe, 2017; Laverty, 2003). 

Denscombe (2017) states that phenomenological research overall is characterized by 

subjectivity, description and interpretation rather than objectivity, measurement and analysis. 

However, he also declares that there are contrasting views within phenomenology on how 

phenomenological research is best conducted (Denscombe, 2017). In this study, I have adopted 

an approach which is in line with Heidegger’s hermeneutic phenomenology, and this have 

guided my choices throughout the research process (Laverty, 2003).  

I have used semi-structured interviews as my research design for the study and in total 

conducted eight interviews with program managers. The reason for choosing interviews over 

other designs is that it has helped me develop a deeper understanding of the program managers’ 

perceptions than what had been possible through e.g., conducting a survey (Bryman, 2011). 

Semi-structured interviews are believed to fit a hermeneutic phenomenological approach well 

because they involve open questions and generally go in the direction which respondents take 

them. This allows the researcher to stay as close to the lived experience of the respondents as 

possible (Laverty, 2003).  

Data collection procedure 

Selecting and recruiting interviewees 

When using interviews as method, every researcher should be familiar with the theme he or she 

investigates to be able to pose significant questions (Kvale, 2007). Thus, to get a better 

understanding of the topic and thereby also get an overview of potential participants for my 

study, the first thing I did was to research different organizations and their graduate programs.  

First step: selecting graduate programs of interest for the study 
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For this study, I wanted to include respondents which represented different types of graduate 

programs and organizations in Sweden. As a researcher taking a phenomenological approach 

within qualitative research, my goal was not to obtain a representative sample of Swedish 

graduate program managers but rather to find respondents who would help me explore the topic 

of graduate programs. In line with Denscombe’s (2017) description purposeful sampling, I 

wanted to reach respondents who I believed would be able to add interesting insights to my 

research topic. For me, this meant first striving after getting a broad representation of different 

graduate programs and organizations as possible in the study, and then among those find 

program managers with a lot to say on the topic.  

First, I reduced the number of potential study objects by identifying graduate programs 

of interest. Most commonly, I read about different organization’s graduate programs directly 

through their official websites. With the help of Google’s search engine, I started by first 

looking up Swedish organizations to my own knowledge before broadening my search to 

include other organizations, using key terms such as “graduate program” and “trainee program” 

coupled with “Sweden” and “Swedish” in my searches. Searching on these terms provided me 

with many matches and potential study objects. 

Second, I visited different job search sites and customized my search to only include 

jobs with the term “graduate program” or “trainee program”. Sites such as LinkedIn and 

Traineeguiden.se – the latter of which is a well-known website in Sweden specifically devoted 

to advertising graduate programs – were particularly helpful in discovering Swedish 

organizations and graduate programs previously unknown to me. 

While searching and identifying different graduate programs of interest, I noticed that 

many of them differed in program content, e.g., the length of the program, how specific to a 

certain group of graduates they were and if they included any international job rotations or not. 

The organizations which advertised these programs were also quite different from each other in 

terms of size, location, industry, and sector. Realizing these existing differences among graduate 
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programs affected my selection and led me to seek out graduate programs which were different 

from each other in these above-mentioned aspects. In total, I identified 22 graduate programs 

from different organizations as graduate programs of interest and summarized these in a Word 

document. 

Second step: selecting and recruiting program managers for the interviews 

From the 22 graduate programs identified, I started selecting program managers for the study. 

Since a majority of the organizations involved had the name and contact details to the 

responsible program manager written out publicly in the advertisement to their graduate 

program, this made my access to potential respondents a relatively straight-forward process. 

Before I decided who to contact, I made sure to read up on the program managers to ensure they 

fit my selection criteria for the study. My criteria for selection were that the participants held an 

overall responsibility for the graduate program of their organization and had been working in 

their current role for at least one year. In total, 13 people who fit this description were contacted. 

Two people were initially contacted through the social job platform LinkedIn as I only had 

access to their names but not their mail. The rest were contacted through the mail address 

provided on their organization’s website or the advert for the graduate program. 

In connection with contacting these 13 people, I briefly introduced myself before 

explaining the purpose of the study and asking them if they were interested to participate. 

Because my chosen research approach involves relationships with real people, it is important to 

establish and maintain an environment of safety and trust throughout the project (Laverty, 

2003). Therefore, those who responded positively received further information about the study 

in the form of an information letter, in which they were informed about the overall purpose of 

the study and their participation it. Attached to the information letter, I sent each respondent a 

Letter of Content which I asked them to sign. By letting the respondents sign the document, I 

assured myself that the program managers had understood and approved the information letter 

and were aware of their right to cancel their participation in the study at any time. Through 
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guaranteeing the respondents full anonymity, I also reassured the participants that their interests 

would be protected (Denscombe, 2017).  

Out of the 13 people contacted, eight people responded positively within the specified 

time frame and were scheduled for online interviews between March-April 2021. 

Introduction of the respondents 

As the selection criteria suggests, all eight program managers involved in the study held an 

overall responsibility for their organization’s graduate program and had worked in their role for 

at least one year. At the time of the interviews, they had spent 3,25 years on average in their 

current role, with a variance between 1 - 6,5 years. However, the extent to which their role was 

tied to managing the graduate program varied. Some of the participants had job titles which 

suggested their main task was to manage the graduate program. Others held more general roles, 

mainly within HR and/or Talent Management, in which they later explained that managing the 

graduate program was one task out of many. 

At the time of the interviews, the eight respondents included in this study worked from 

seven different locations across Sweden, representing public and private Swedish organizations 

operating across a number of different industries and of varying size. Furthermore, as mentioned 

previously, the graduate programs they were responsible were different both in terms of length 

and content.    

Designing an interview guide 

After reaching out to potential participants for my study, I designed an interview guide in which 

I included a number of pre-determined questions for the interviews (see Appendix 1). When 

designing an interview guide, Bryman (2011) states that the researcher must consider what he or 

she needs to know to answer the research questions as this will affect the outcome of the 

interview. Because of my explorative aim and phenomenological approach, I knew I had to be 

open to what the respondents told me and not go into the interviews with too many pre-
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conceived notions about their work. At the same time, I felt I needed to have a rough 

understanding of what type of work managing graduate programs involves. This resulted in an 

abductive process, where I – having familiarized myself with the subject of graduate programs 

first – identified a number of overarching themes or questions which I wanted to explore my 

participants’ perceptions of (Järvinen & Mik-Meyer, 2020). These themes were, among others: 

the organization’s purpose for having a graduate program, what expectations graduates bring to 

the organization, what differs a graduate from a ‘regular’ employee and who is responsible for a 

successful graduate program. However, as illustrated in the interview guide, my questions were 

not organized according to these themes. Rather, I organized my questions in chronological 

order, leading my respondents to talk about their work with graduate programs prior, during and 

after the program periods. I believe my choice to organize the questions in this way put my 

respondents in a position which allowed them to talk about what they perceived to be most 

important in every aspect of working with a graduate program – from design and 

implementation to follow-up – rather than be too influenced by my chosen set of themes. 

Furthermore, the structure made it easy for me as an interviewer to memorize and keep track of 

my questions and thus control the interviews in a natural, flexible way. If I, for example, noticed 

early on in an interview that a respondent started speaking on a theme which I wanted to bring 

up later in the interview, I could – depending on the situation – ask them to develop their answer 

or “bring them back in time” and reassure them that they would get the opportunity to expand 

on their thoughts later in the interview.    

Conducting the interviews 

At the time of writing this thesis, one year had passed since the start of the COVID-19 

pandemic and the virus still had a clear impact on society and working life in Sweden, 

effectively forcing many people to work remotely from home. To adjust to this situation – as 

well as make sure I followed the public guidelines given from the Public Health Agency of 

Sweden at the time – I ruled out the possibility of conducting interviews face-to-face. Instead, I 
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chose to conduct online interviews. In total, eight interviews were held through the digital 

platform Zoom. The interviews were organized as video call meetings and lasted between 40 

and 60 minutes. Since all respondents were of Swedish nationality, the language spoken in all 

interviews was Swedish. 

Kvale (2007) states that researchers using interviews as data collection method shall 

consider how to set a good stage for the interviews. As my interviews would take place online, I 

reflected upon how I could make the respondents feel comfortable at the start of the interviews, 

knowing that some of the initial small talk that may normally take place when meeting in person 

would go away. I began all interviews with giving the respondents a brief introduction about 

myself in which I also explained the purpose of the study and how the interview would proceed. 

To make sure the respondents felt they could speak freely on the subject, I emphasized that the 

questions in the interview were not going to follow a strict order and that what I really was after 

was the respondents’ own experiences on the subject. Furthermore, I repeated the information 

stated in the previously mentioned information letter, reminding each participant of their 

possibility to cancel their participation at any time and asked if they had any questions. Lastly, I 

asked for their permission to record the interview through the recording function available on 

Zoom. By recording the interviews, I was able to fully concentrate on what was said and follow 

the dynamic of the conversation instead of taking extensive notes that might interrupt the free 

flow of the conversation (Kvale, 2007). 

Throughout the interviews, I followed Kvale’s (2007) advice to invite respondents to 

talk about their experiences and feelings by posing questions which were short and easy to 

understand.  While the interview guide mentioned earlier acted as support throughout the 

interviews, I made sure it did not keep me from following whichever direction the respondents 

took the interviews (Bryman, 2011). Whenever a respondent seemed to have finished an answer 

to a question, I waited a few extra seconds to make sure he or she got the opportunity to 

continue. When I felt the respondents had answered all my questions in a satisfying manner, I 
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rounded of the interviews by asking them a few concluding questions before finally giving them 

the opportunity to add anything they wanted. In some cases, this opened the door to explore a 

new subject and other times, it gave the respondents an opportunity to summarize what they 

wanted to highlight from the interview.  

One of the greatest strengths of conducting interviews online was the flexibility it 

provided both me as a researcher and the respondents. As mentioned earlier, this research was 

limited to program managers working in Swedish organizations and I wanted to include 

respondents working across different parts of the country if possible. Choosing to conduct 

online interviews allowed me to reach respondents who, for practical reasons at the time such as 

location and COVID-19, would not have been possible to interview face-to-face (Järvinen & 

Mik-Meyer, 2020). Furthermore, I believe that the ease with which online interviews can be fit 

into people’s schedules may have made it easier for me to get positive answers. First, it is worth 

to mention that most people in Sweden worked from home due to the COVID-19 pandemic at 

the time of the interviews. They were most likely already used to attending digital meetings. 

Second, I think that participating in a 60-minute-long online interview may not feel as time-

consuming as a physical meeting of the same length since they do not require any preparation 

from the respondents in the form of e.g., booking an available meeting room. Neither does it 

force a sense of responsibility upon the respondents in welcoming the interviewer to their 

workplace. Thus, as long as there are no problems regarding internet connection, online 

interviews are relatively hassle-free for both parties.     

The main reason for choosing Zoom over other well-known digital platforms like e.g., 

Skype or Microsoft Teams was my own familiarity with the program. Having used it both via 

Copenhagen Business School and Lund University throughout my years of studies, I had good 

knowledge of its different functions and settings, and I believe this helped me feel more secure 

in my role as interviewer. In case the respondents e.g., would experience any technical issues in 

connection to the interviews, I felt confident I would be able to assist them. It is worth 
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mentioning that when recording interviews directly via Zoom as I did, separate video and audio 

files of each interview are automatically saved as soon as the meeting ends. This is also true for 

when a meeting ends unintentionally, e.g., through connection issues, which is reassuring for 

the researcher. Knowing this, I felt I could focus on conducting the interview and pay minimal 

attention to eventual technical issues.  

 According to Kvale (2007), video recordings can, through the documentation of 

interpersonal interaction and body expressions, present the researcher with an opportunity for 

richer analysis of interviews. For this study, I left the possibility for analyzing the video files 

open as I felt they could act as back-up in case something was unclear from the audio files. 

Before the start of my interviews, I explained to the respondents that both video and audio 

would be recorded and left it up to each respondent to decide whether they felt comfortable to 

leave their camera on during the interview. When asking for permission to record the interview, 

I explained that my main interest was to transcribe the audio from the interviews and that I 

would only use the video files if necessary. In the end, however, I did not use the video files at 

all. 

Data processing and analysis 

Transcribing the interviews 

When transcribing the interviews, I did not use a particular transcription program or coding 

language as I, in keeping with a phenomenological approach, made the assessment that the most 

important thing when transcribing the interviews was that the transcriptions allowed me to 

capture the essence of the respondents’ experiences (Kvale, 2007; Denscombe, 2017). I did not 

find it necessary to provide highly detailed transcriptions of the interviews by for example 

including phonetically correct accounts of everything the respondents said, but still paid 

attention to what was being said “between the lines” as I believed it might help me understand 

the respondents’ experiences better (Kvale, 2007; Laverty, 2003). As the interviews were 
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conducted in Swedish, I knew that I would translate parts of the transcriptions to English when 

presenting the result of the study. To minimize the risk of losing nuances what was said by 

editing the interviews twice, I made sure to only edit the spoken language of the respondents 

when it helped making the transcription more understandable to read. This meant I removed 

repeating or inaudible words but kept other verbal tics that could prove to be meaningful when 

translating to English. For example, I highlighted whenever the respondents took unusually long 

pauses, laughed, coughed, or put strong emphasis on certain words, as I believed this would 

help me in presenting an account of what the respondents said as true to the original as possible.  

Analyzing the interviews 

To analyze my data, I chose to conduct thematic analysis because of the flexibility it provided 

me as a researcher. Within thematic analysis, there exists no rigid rules which determine what 

counts as a theme and what does not – rather, it is up to the researcher to judge which parts of 

the data are important in relation to his or her research philosophy and overall research question 

(Braun & Clarke, 2006). Braun and Clarke (2006) states that one of the advantages with 

thematic analysis is that it allows researchers to make thick descriptions of something, which 

suits my explorative aim and phenomenological approach well. As mentioned in the beginning 

of the methodology section, there are different school of thoughts within phenomenology and 

deciding to go with Heidegger’s hermeneutic phenomenology affected approach to thematic 

analysis. Unlike, transcendental phenomenology – which states that researchers should go into 

their research with as few pre-conceived notions as possible – hermeneutical phenomenology 

stress that researchers cannot – and should not – set aside their pre-understandings completely 

as these are important to the interpretive process (Laverty, 2003). Throughout the analyzing 

phase, this opened the possibility for me as a researcher to first, let my analysis unfold as a 

result of dialogue between theory and data (Järvinen & Mik-Meyer, 2020) and furthermore, 

search for essences by and interpreting deeper meanings, going beyond summarizing what was 

explicitly said (Kvale, 2007; Laverty, 2003). As a result, my thematic analysis was conducted 
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with a mix of inductive and theoretical focus and brought up latent themes rather than taking a 

strictly semantic approach (Braun & Clarke, 2006).   

 Braun and Clarke (2006) describe six phases which are key to researchers when 

conducting thematic analysis. All these phases have been systematically followed to ensure a 

good analysis and in Table 1 below, I have provided an example which gives the reader insight 

into the process. 

Table 1 

Exemplifying the stages used in the thematic analysis 

Data extract Codes Category Theme 

 

“There we must grapple 

with many who firmly 

believe that ‘yeah but I 

have got a master’s in 

this field and I will 

become a manager, I 

have always said that!” 

 

 

 

Bringing graduates 

down to earth, 

naivety towards 

working life 

 

 

The importance on 

clear communication 

from the start 

 

Balancing 

graduates’ 

expectations 

“(…) perhaps you have 

not really understood that 

you still own your career 

and are responsible for 

the next step after the 

program, perhaps thought 

that things will get 

served on a plate once 

you are done with the 

program.” 

 

 

Perceived special 

status, responsible for 

own career, naivety 

towards working life, 

misunderstanding 

The importance of 

clear communication 

from the start 

Balancing 

graduates’ 

expectations 

“Graduate programs can 

become a bit hyped… I 

mean it is a solid 

recruitment process, they 

do feel a bit special and it 

is almost like the 

expectations grow 

because of it, ‘since I am 

a bit special, shouldn’t I 

receive a little more?’” 

 

Perceived special 

status, recruitment 

process 

The importance of 

clear communication 

from the start 

Balancing 

graduates’ 

expectations 

”(…) they usually think 

it’s nice to feel ’now I’m 

done, now I can finally 

fully concentrate on my 

tasks’. Usually it’s not 

such a big… contrast, it 

gets softened up [over 

time]” 

 

Adjusting 

expectations over 

time 

Graduates’ 

expectations change 

over time 

Balancing 

graduates’ 

expectations 
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First, I familiarized myself with my data by reading the transcriptions several times, putting 

small marks whenever I felt the data repeated itself in some way. Second, I generated as many 

initial codes as possible based on what repeating patterns and themes I could identify. Third, I 

searched for themes by reflecting upon how the codes related to each other. At this stage, I drew 

a mind map and sorted the codes under larger themes. In the fourth stage, I reviewed these 

themes, deciding which ones were potential main themes, which were sub-themes, and which – 

upon re-reading the interviews again – were to be removed. Fifth, I defined and names the 

themes. In this step, I was careful to name themes in a way which would make them clearly 

stand out from each other, while at the same time be relevant to the overall research question. 

This work resulted in four main themes: Bringing in the right personalities, balancing graduates’ 

expectations, sharing the responsibility and clear impact but uncertain future. Finally, in the 

sixth phase, I produced the report. The report is divided into two parts: results and discussion. In 

the result, I made sure to provide a compelling description of the program managers’ accounts, 

backing up each theme with the most vivid examples I could find in the data. In the discussion 

part, I referred the results to my overall research question, analyzing my findings with the help 

of my chosen theories and existing previous research (Braun & Clarke, 2006). 

Ensuring trustworthiness of the study 

Compared to the more frequently used notion of validity and reliability, Shenton (2004) 

describes trustworthiness as better suited to address how qualitative researchers ensure the rigor 

and quality of their research. Trustworthiness includes four criteria: credibility, transferability, 

dependability and confirmability. In terms of credibility, my hope is that the way my research 

has been presented throughout the whole of the study has made the findings congruent with 

reality. Thus, I will leave it uncommented in this section. However, I will discuss the measures I 

have taken in my research with regards to the other three. Transferability refers to which extent 
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the findings can be applied to other situations. Dependability – closely tied to credibility – 

relates to the extent which the descriptions of the study allows it to be repeated by others. 

Confirmability presents a comparable alternative to objectivity (Shenton, 2004). For each of 

these four criteria, Shenton (2004) proposes a number of different actions which qualitative 

researchers can take to maximize the trustworthiness of their study.  

Confirmability  

Similar to Bryman (2011), who states that the interests of the researcher will always affect what 

is observed and registered, Shenton (2004) highlights the difficulty in assuring real objectivity 

in qualitative research. While all research designed by humans are likely to be subject to 

research biases, qualitative researchers can heighten the confirmability by taking steps to help 

ensure that the findings of the research, as far as possible, are the result of the ideas and 

experiences of the respondents, and not e.g., the interest and characteristics of the researcher 

(Shenton, 2004). In relation to this study, I believe it is worth to mention that my position as a 

soon-to-be HR graduate might have affected the data collection in two ways.   

First, when contacting potential participants, the fact that I share a background within 

HR with most of the respondents may have helped me in getting positive answers. My invitation 

letters, in which I shortly presented myself, my background and the purpose of the study, were 

generally met with a high degree of positivity, curiosity and excitement. Most graduate program 

managers I contacted expressed, either directly per mail or as soon as I met them for the 

interviews, an appreciation over the fact that I wanted to research a topic that lie close to their 

hearts and overall, I got the sense that many wanted to help me out because they could relate to 

me as former HR students. While I appreciated their encouraging words and shared their 

curiosity for the subject, as described above, I tried to set my own identity aside during the 

interviews by staying as neutral as possible. Another tendency among the participants which 

may speak to the influence my background had on the participants was their use of common HR 

terms and abbreviations which would be hard to understand for someone unfamiliar to HR. To 
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make sure no valuable insights from the interviews would go lost because of this, I made sure 

that the participants explained such terms when necessary. 

Second, I believe my identity as a soon-to-be graduate, and more specifically the fact 

that I can be counted as part of many of the participants’ “target group” when working with the 

graduate program, may have influenced some of the participants’ answers. Particularly in the 

beginning of the interviews, I had a sense that some of the participants were inclined to present 

a good image of their organization and graduate program, despite I had reassured them that their 

answers would be completely anonymous. One possible explanation for this may be that 

program managers in general, as illustrated in the results of the study, are used to advertising 

their graduate program to students like me. Another one would be that they, in their position as 

active HR professionals, naturally wanted to give a professional impression when someone less 

experienced than them asked broad questions about their work. To ensure my identity did not 

prevent me from reaching the participant’s true perceptions and feelings on the subject, I was 

careful to ask similar questions through different stages in the interviews. Whether this worked 

or not, I got the sense that the respondents felt they could trust me more in my role as a 

researcher over the course of the interviews.  

Transferability and dependability 

Transferability and dependability are controversial topics within qualitative research (Shenton, 

2004). Because qualitative studies often involve a small number of participants and is set in a 

specific context, many researchers mean they are almost impossible to replicate or generalize 

and this study makes no exception (Bryman, 2011; Denscombe, 2017). In line with Shenton’s 

(2004) suggestions to address the dependability issue of qualitative studies, I have done my 

outmost to report the research process of the study in detail. While this most probably would not 

lead another researcher to gain the same results, it will hopefully allow others to repeat my 

work. As far as transferability goes, the eight participants included in this study – however 

carefully picked they might be – cannot be viewed as representative for Swedish graduate 
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program managers in general. Neither can the results from this research be generalized to 

explain how graduate programs work in different settings and circumstances, e.g., in other 

European countries. What Bryman (2011) argues can and should be assessed when judging the 

generalizability of qualitative research, however, is the theoretical conclusions the researcher 

draws based on qualitative data. This notion reminds of what Kvale (2007) calls analytical 

generalization, which demands a discussion on the extent to which a finding from one study can 

be used to guide what might occur in another situation. In this study, my hope is that the 

phenomenological approach taken to my research will have helped catch the essence of graduate 

program managers’ experiences working with graduate programs and how having a graduate 

program adds value to organizations in Sweden. Although it would be naive and dismissive of 

contextual factors to think that program managers in other contexts would give the same 

answers to the exact same set of questions, I believe the conclusions I draw in this study can be 

indicative of what might be important themes relating program managers’ work with graduate 

programs in other contexts.  

Result 

When reviewing the eight interviews with the respondents of this study, four main themes 

emerged which can help describe the essences of the program managers’ work: Bringing in the 

right personalities, managing graduates’ expectations, sharing the responsibility and clear 

impact but uncertain future. The result accounts for perceptions of all eight program managers; 

however, to assure the anonymity of the respondents, they will not be referred to by name, 

gender, or in ways which risk giving away their personal identities or the employers they 

represent. 

Bringing in the right personalities 

A place in the organization today and tomorrow 
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The program managers in this study referred to their organization’s graduate program as both a 

great opportunity for ambitious, young people to get a unique start to their career, as well as a 

long-term investment from the organization aimed at securing the organization’s succession 

management. Several of them described the recruitment of graduates as a necessity to drive the 

development of their organization forward. When asked to explain the reason for having a 

graduate program, many referred to future challenges – both internal and external – their 

organization were facing. For example, one respondent expressed that the program serves an 

important purpose by training graduates in project management work, a competence which is 

becoming more and more vital to how the organization works. Another respondent illustrated 

the importance of bringing new competency to the organization by pointing to the overall 

developments within their organization’s industry: 

“The whole company needs to change to survive. We have sold and made money from [the company’s 

main product] since the dawn of time and we won’t be able to continue to do so if we want to continue to 

exist as a company (…) there is always a lot going on at the company and to drive us forward requires 

constant new thinking and energy.” 

While all respondents acknowledged that they were looking for individuals with the potential to 

develop into key roles within the organization in the future, some were more restrained in their 

answers than others. Some of the program managers said that their organization is mainly 

looking for individuals with potential to develop into taking up a future leadership role at the 

company. Others underlined that while they see filling future leadership roles as important, their 

graduate program is not limited to recruiting future leaders. They explained that a goal with the 

program was to fill many different types of positions. Although their hope was that some turn 

into future leaders, they believed it is impossible to tell beforehand who will become a leader.  

Out of the eight graduate programs represented in this study, five are structured in a 

manner which ties graduates to a specific role from day one. Respondents in charge of these 

programs tended to avoid speaking too much about the graduates’ future and instead put more 
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emphasis on the short-term future of the graduates. For example, one respondent representing a 

public organization said that while his/her organization viewed the graduate program as a long-

term investment, the organization needs to have a place for each graduate today as well. He/she 

explained that because his/her organization is subject to The Public Employment Act, it must 

pay attention to objective factors such as merit and skill when hiring new employees. Under 

such circumstances, he/she believed it can be hard to promise graduates too much for the future. 

Another respondent, representing a private multinational organization, explained the importance 

of graduates performing in their current role before turning their eyes towards the future: 

“This is not a ‘fast-track’ to become a manager, it is a fantastic opportunity to start your career. We hope 

that we have recruited individuals who have got the potential to grow over time, but: you need to take on a 

role, learn it, perform in it… and then be ready to take next step. We are very clear on that, that it is not a 

fast-track.” 

Three of the program managers oversee graduate programs which, unlike the five other 

programs, do not define which future role graduates will take on before the program starts. 

Although they too were wary of explicitly promising their graduates anything for the future, 

program managers representing these programs spoke less about performing in the present. 

Instead, they highlighted the active role of the graduates in shaping the outcome of the program. 

One respondent – managing a graduate program in which graduates get to rotate across vastly 

different types of roles and departments – explained that an important aspect of his/her 

organization’s graduate program is that graduates get to go outside of their own comfort-zones. 

Similar to the program manager quoted above, he/she declared that his/her organization’s 

graduate program is not a fast-track to become a manager. However, he/she believed the flexible 

nature of the program will bring both personal and professional development to the graduates, 

help them discover the many career paths the organization has to offer and thus prepare them 

well for future roles within the organization. Another respondent viewed the fact that his/her 

organization continuously tries to match its own needs with that of the graduates throughout the 

program to be one of the greatest strengths of their graduate program. He/she explained that 
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he/she usually tells graduates not to worry too much about their future as they will have 

sufficient time to figure out what they want to do during the program.  

Soft skills over hard skills 

All respondents acknowledged that their organization have specified some minimum technical 

requirements for taking part in a graduate program, such as being able to speak the language of 

the organization (Swedish and/or English), holding a suitable degree (either a bachelor’s or a 

master’s degree) and having minimal previous work experience (up to one or two years). Some 

of the respondents explained their organization’s reasoning behind setting minimal previous 

work experience as a requirement. They saw it as beneficial to the organization to get in people 

who had not already developed any strong opinions about how working life is or should be like. 

One manager explained this in terms of having some naivety left: 

“We believe it’s important that you haven’t worked for too long when taking on a role like this. We want to 

bring in a fresh pair of eyes into our organization, people who can have some of this… naivety left in that 

he or she haven’t… (laugh) become to hardened to working life…” 

In a similar vein, another manager said his organization are looking for individuals who are 

“unspoiled”. He believed that in graduates, the organization see employees who perhaps are a 

bit more moldable than others. 

Setting the technical minimum requirements aside, what the program managers claimed 

to mainly look for in graduates was that they possess the right personal characteristics. In 

general, program managers were looking for graduates who are highly self-motivated, result-

oriented, open to new things and can demonstrate a high level of social skills. However, most 

respondents acknowledged that many personal characteristics can be hard to assess only from 

reviewing resumes and personal letters. This was also reflected in how they described their 

organizations go about the recruitment process to the graduate program.  
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Regardless of number of stages to their organization’s recruitment process, all program 

managers explained they use some form of personality assessment to narrow down their 

selection of candidates. Some of the respondents also explained that they tie the personal 

characteristics they are looking in a graduate specifically to the organization and its context. For 

example, one respondent said that his/her organization’s selection process is intricately linked to 

a set of leadership behaviors established internally by the organization. These leadership 

behaviors, he/she pointed out, are seen by the organization as especially important and assessing 

candidates based on them helps him/her identifying individuals which can make good fit to the 

organization. A respondent representing a public sector organization spoke similarly about how 

his/her organization’s recruitment team base their selection of candidates on certain value 

words. In particular, the organization is looking for graduates who have qualities which makes 

them want to work for the good of other people and make a difference to society. 

To further assess their applicants and determine who are best suited for participating in 

their graduate program, most organizations in this study use both assessment centers and 

conduct personal interviews. One manager spoke about how his/her organization invite 

candidates to an assessment day during which the candidates get to solve two group 

assignments and give an individual presentation of themselves. The purpose of using group 

assignments as part of the selection, he/she explained, is not so much about assessing how the 

candidates actually perform the tasks presented to them, but more about how they interact with 

others. Another program manager explained that the benefit of letting graduates solve case 

assignments – both in group and individually – is that it provides the closest his/her organization 

gets to a work sample. 

Many respondents expressed that while they view the initial personality assessments as 

useful, some personality traits are easier to get a hold of when meeting someone in person or 

talking to them directly. One program manager described that some qualities which can be hard 

to accurately describe in a job advert – for example open-mindedness, leadership skills and 
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social skills – are easier to assess when meeting the candidates face-to-face. In terms of 

assessing future leaders, he described it as getting a diffuse feeling about some being better 

suited to becoming leaders than others, and explained: 

“You can have a lot of nice things on your resume, but some just have a natural or practiced presence in 

their way of being (…) It’s quite diffuse, [but you can notice] this is a person who gets people to listen, who 

gets people to perform and grow… they have just got it in themselves.” 

Balancing graduates’ expectations 

When the program managers were asked to account for their perceptions of working with 

graduate programs, one theme all had in common were the management of high expectations. 

Many respondents expressed directly that they consider balancing graduates’ expectations of 

what they would receive from the organization with those of the organization to be one of the 

toughest challenges in their role. 

The importance of clear communication from the start 

To keep graduates’ expectations on both the organization as an employer and the graduate 

program at a realistic level, all program managers highlighted the importance of clear and direct 

communication.  

Already prior to initiating the selection process, the respondents explained that they put 

a lot of time and effort in branding the organization and its program towards university students 

in different ways. All program managers’ jobs include – to different extent depending on the 

organization – visiting different graduate fairs, advertising the program on popular job sites and 

either creating or updating content about the graduate program on the organization’s official 

website. 

At some stage of the recruitment process – often in connection with organizing 

aforementioned assessment centers – the respondents said they typically organize some sort of 
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presentation to give candidates more in-depth information about the program. Many of the 

respondents explained that they at the same time also bring in former graduates to talk about 

their experiences being part of the program. Most program managers acknowledged that they do 

this to keep graduates’ expectations on the organization and graduate program on a realistic 

level, implying that it helps lowering already high expectations. However, two program 

managers quite contrary explained that informing graduates about their program helps 

motivating graduates and heighten their expectations. One of them – representing a public 

organization –  admitted that his/her organization really want graduates to feel special and said 

that graduates’ expectations usually grow once they are aware of the “smorgasbord” they will 

get to take part of in the program.  

Communication continues to play a key part in all program managers’ jobs throughout 

the implementation and follow-up of the graduate program. During the program period, the 

respondents keep ongoing dialogues with every graduate, either one-on-one or together with 

their line manager. Possibly at some point during the program but definitely after the program 

has ended, they also follow-up graduates’ experiences of the program through evaluations. 

However, despite putting a lot of time and effort into communication, many of the respondents 

admitted that each graduate program intake, they recruit graduates who might have 

unrealistically high expectations. One program manager expressed a common view of many 

respondents when he/she said “Whenever something goes a bit wrong or there is something you 

wish you had done differently, it’s always about communication! (laugh)”. 

Several of the respondents acknowledged that their organization as an employer is 

partly responsible for setting graduates’ expectations high. One program manager pondered that 

his/her organization perhaps lift graduates up on a pedestal before and during the program, 

thereby creating a certain atmosphere around them. Another respondent spoke about how he/she 

believed the rigorous nature of the recruitment process associated with graduate programs in 

general might lead graduates to expect special treatment from the organization: 
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“Graduate programs can become a bit hyped… I mean it is a solid recruitment process, they do feel a bit 

special and it is almost like the expectations grow because of it, ‘since I am a bit special, shouldn’t I receive 

a little more?’” 

Most respondents, however, spoke more specifically about what they perceived to be graduates’ 

own expectations of what it would mean to be a graduate. For example, some respondents said 

they felt graduates have high expectations on what participating in the program will do for their 

own career development. They expressed that while they share graduates’ expectations on them 

having a good career progression within the organization, some graduates tend to have 

unrealistic expectations of how fast their career progression will materialize. Additionally, there 

was a common understanding among several respondents that some graduates expect that the 

organization is responsible for their career development during and after the program. This 

tendency among graduates was described by some of the respondents as “expecting to get 

something served” – a reference to the well-known idiom of getting something served on a 

silver platter. One manager chose to describe what he/she believed to be a common 

misunderstanding among some graduates, namely that their graduate program works as a fast-

track to higher positions within the company: 

“’Alright I’m part of this great program, they say it’s a fast-track to higher roles’, and then perhaps you 

have not really understood that you still own your career and are responsible for the next step after the 

program, perhaps thought that things will get served on a plate once you are done with the program.”  

While all program managers represented in this study claimed to be looking for graduates who 

are driven and ambitious, many stated that some graduates are too eager to make an impact in 

the organization. Some of the respondents expressed that they think graduates in general can be 

a bit naive when coming into working life straight from school and believed this to be true for 

some of the graduates taking part of their program. As one program manager expressed it: 

“Some are over-ambitious, want too much and get stressed by it, when they cannot contribute to the extent 

they wish. Then of course [there are] some who may have unrealistic expectations, they believe they will 

become a manager as soon as the graduate year is over really. (…) There we must grapple with many who 
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firmly believe that ‘yeah but I have got a master’s in this field and I will become a manager, I have always 

said that!” 

Most program managers expressed the managing of graduates’ expectations as a balancing act. 

On the one hand, they wanted to give graduates every opportunity to thrive, as they had been 

chosen by the organization for their potential to grow. On the other hand, they also felt a need to 

keep graduate’s feet on the ground to avoid complacency. One respondent said: 

“It is a balancing act which I think is one of the hardest parts [of working] with the graduate program. We 

take on these graduates and want people who are driven, can think for themselves, take initiative and… at 

the same time they can’t run off too far in their own direction. We want that fire and passion but at the same 

time we need to hold them in check and control them – it’s a tough balance to strike, because we don’t want 

to put out their fire.” 

In a similar vein, another respondent spoke about the need to balance the graduates’ experiences 

during the program and ambitions for their future with the everyday reality that awaited them 

after the program: 

“Of course we want to sell the program and the organization as much as possible. At the same time, we also 

need to bring them down to earth and make sure they don’t get too carried away. Because there will come a 

predictable everyday life as a purchaser for example… and then you will need to find meaning in that as 

well. In fact, that balance is really hard to find. I believe it is one of the toughest challenges [in my role].”   

Graduates’ expectations change over time 

While most program managers said graduates have high expectations throughout their time as 

graduates, most of the respondents expressed that they believe graduates’ expectations get easier 

to manage over time. One respondent believed spending time with regular employees outside of 

the program and seeing how many experienced, knowledgeable employees there are within their 

organization helps many graduates become more “down to earth”. Another respondent held a 

similar view and acknowledged that it might be hard for some graduates to understand what 

they have gotten themselves into at the start of the program. He/she believed that the closer to 
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“real” working life graduates get, most graduates naturally lower their expectations of having a 

fast career progression after the program.  

When asked how they perceive the graduates’ transition from part of the program into 

becoming a “regular” employee after the program have worked, the responses the program 

managers gave were mixed. One program manager expressed that the graduates usually are 

satisfied when the graduate year draws to an end and are eager to get into working life on one 

hundred percent:  

”(…) they usually think it’s nice to feel ’now I’m done, now I can finally fully concentrate on my tasks’. 

Usually it’s not such a big… contrast, it gets softened up [over time]”  

On the contrary, another program manager expressed that the graduates’ transition from being a 

graduate into becoming a regular employee was one of the hardest parts to manage. He shared 

other respondents’ view that graduates’ expectations normally get lower during the program, but 

saw a risk in losing graduates when the program is over: 

”The graduate program almost always lives up to the graduates’ expectations – they love it. The problem is 

when the [graduate] year is over. Up until then, they have basically had a year full of balloons and ice-

cream – they travel and see the world, get to try different jobs, meet a lot of people, and have the whole 

company’s attention on them. Senior management are often involved so they think “Wow! This is so 

cool!”. And then when the year is over, they become regular employees. Those expectations are really hard 

to manage.” 

Many of the program managers highlighted that for graduates to thrive during the program and 

successfully manage their transition into working life, they needed to find the right balance in 

their expectations. Many of the respondents acknowledged that as long as the graduates made 

the most out of their time in the program they would have every possibility of making a 

successful career, both within and outside the organization, but stressed the importance of 

graduates taking responsibility for their own development. 
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Several of the respondents gave both good and bad examples on how graduates had 

managed their expectations throughout the program. When exemplifying which graduates had 

succeeded, the respondents tended to bring up the same personal characteristics they had 

searched for in the recruitment process. For example, one respondent referred to open-

mindedness before describing which graduates managed their expectations best: 

“That is something we notice, those who have expectations but perhaps not very specific expectations, 

those are the ones who often thrive on the program. I mean those who are open to different types of projects 

during the rotations, projects who are out of their comfort zone, not exactly what they have studied or 

worked with before… it may end up great anyway. On the other hand, those who arrive with the 

expectation that ‘alright, I am going to become this, why did I get a project within that, that’s not right!’, 

that can be tougher.” 

Another program manager said that those graduates who are humble and thankful often are 

those who find the right balance in managing their expectation. He described them to be the 

ones who are most satisfied with the program and easiest to keep at the organization in the 

longer term.  

Sharing the responsibility 

Teamwork makes the dream work 

Despite the name of their roles suggesting they are responsible for the graduate programs, many 

of the respondents pointed towards other stakeholders within the organization when asked who 

holds the highest responsibility for making sure the program is successful for the graduates. One 

program manager had a hard time deciding upon one specific individual and instead emphasized 

the collective effort in working with the graduate program: 

“Oh, it is hard so say one person, but I would say that it is… it is… everyone, because a lot is up to the 

graduate, the line managers, senior management, me and everyone, but… that was a tough question… you 

know what, I cannot say only one person. I oversee the processes and make sure that everything works, but 

it is not only I who ensure that the program runs smoothly, it is a team effort.” 
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Many of the program managers said that because their graduate program involves many 

stakeholders within the organization, an important part of their job is to “keep everything 

together” and cooperate with the different parties. They stressed that to keep graduates’ 

expectations on a good level, they need to get everyone on the same boat during all phases of 

the program – from planning and designing it, throughout its actual implementation to its 

subsequent follow-up. 

Getting the senior management of the organization onboard was highlighted by many of 

the respondents as absolutely necessary for the graduate program to be successful. Several of 

the respondents explained that senior management are highly involved in setting the 

requirements for the graduate intake and often present during the latter stages of the recruitment 

process, which also set the tone for the graduates’ expectations in the beginning of the program. 

Depending on the organization, senior management is also more or less actively involved in the 

implementation of the program. While a few of the respondents said that it is not unusual for 

members of senior management to act as mentors for the graduates, most explained they have 

more of an indirect influence on the program. From the respondents’ answers it was evident that 

regardless of their level of involvement in the program, senior management view the graduate 

program as an important part of the business and have high interest in following the graduates 

participating in the program.  

Many respondents stressed the importance the managers assigned to the graduates – 

hereinafter referred to as line managers – either at their home unit or different job rotations 

depending on the structure of the program, have on the graduates’ overall experience of the 

program. The line managers are typically the ones who are closest to the graduate in their 

everyday work. One respondent even expressed since the graduates spend most of their time 

with them, it does not matter how good the design of graduate program is if the graduates do not 

get along with their line manager. Like many of the other respondents he stressed that for the 

organization to fully benefit from having graduates, line managers need to understand that they 
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will have to set aside a lot of time and effort as managing a graduate often require more than a 

regular employee. Given their importance, almost all program managers explained that as soon 

as the line managers involved in the graduate program are announced, an important part of their 

role is to inform line managers on practicalities such as what a graduate is and what it means to 

take on and be responsible for a graduate. 

While the program managers’ main concern throughout the program is the development 

and overall well-being of the graduates, all are involved in work with the line managers to some 

extent. Some respondents expressed they regularly interact with line managers on how to 

manage their graduate while others mostly said they do check-ins to make sure everything is 

going to plan. A few of the respondents claimed they take a more passive role and give the line 

manager more freedom to act for themselves but offer to help when the line managers need it. 

When asked about what their experiences of working with line managers were, some of the 

respondents said that they never had any bigger issues with them. Others pointed out that their 

experiences varied greatly from individual to individual. As one program manager expressed:  

”Every manager is different. Some are great at structuring and clarifying things, conduct follow-up 

meetings with their graduates etc. Others may not have that possibility or competency, or the insight into 

that it’s needed.” 

One program manager reflected upon if he/she, given the influence line managers have on the 

graduates’ program overall experience of the program and their future career, should spend 

equally as much time managing them as he/she does managing the graduates:  

“That is something I have thought about having worked with the program for a while, ‘hmm, perhaps I 

should spend more time on the managers than I do on the graduates, get the managers to commit to the 

individuals more than I do’. (…) After all it is they who will take care of the graduates after twelve months 

when the program is finished. Then, it is up to them to create the right conditions for the graduates to 

actually put the knowledge they have gained into practice.”  
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Beside the line managers, many of the program managers highlighted that the social cohesion in 

the graduate group to be of importance for graduates’ overall experience of the program. Some 

of the respondents highlighted the strong team spirit that often develops within the graduate 

group to be one of the things graduates appreciated most with their graduate program. Other 

respondents tended to focus more on describing how the atmosphere within the graduate group 

could make their task of managing graduates’ expectations harder. For example, one program 

manager said that as graduates compare their experiences of the program with each other all the 

time, an overall sense of dissatisfaction can easily spread among the group if a few of them have 

a bad experience. Other program managers explained that as each graduate group consists of 

unique individuals, their way of working with the group varies from year to year. Some years, 

there may be one or two strong characters who – for better or worse – clearly influence the rest 

of the group. Other years, the graduate group consists of a more homogeneous setup of people.  

Too many cooks (may) spoil the broth 

Many of the program managers were of the impression that the graduate program is appreciated 

by many parties within the organization. However, the fact that many parties are involved and 

interested in all phases of the program can make it difficult to manage. 

Several of the program managers highlighted what they perceived to be an internal lack 

of understanding regarding the purpose of the graduate program. For example, some of 

respondents expressed that getting stakeholders within the organization to agree upon how to 

work with graduates can be a challenge. One respondent expressed this as each having their own 

definition of talent: 

 “Sometimes you feel… the fact that there are many people involved… to get a common picture of what 

they shall perform, that is… that can be a challenge (…) are we all to agree upon what a talent is? Everyone 

who has applied is a talent on paper… has reached a certain level on the tests, has a broad education and all 

that.” 
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One program manager expressed concerns over getting employees working in business units 

with no graduates to understand how to take on graduates. Above all, he/she saw a challenge in 

getting these employees to set aside sufficient time and welcome graduates in a satisfying 

manner during e.g., internship visits or rotation periods. 

Furthermore, another program manager expressed concerns over a perceived lack of 

understanding among line managers of what graduates are and what managing them means:  

“(…) even in the nomination phase, when we are about to select places for the program there are a bit of 

politics involved. Perhaps there is a high-level manager who believes ‘Yeah, we need a graduate, we’ll take 

one!” and later he or she pushes the responsibility of the graduate down the hierarchy onto someone who 

hasn’t asked for it or got the time to do this. (…) That is what I mean when I say we’re wasting away [the 

graduates], we haven’t really established: Is it a graduate we want, or just a resource? Because some [line 

managers] view this as a good chance to get in a new resource – ‘Great, let’s bring in a graduate’ – and 

don’t really understand what it really means.”.   

Clear impact but uncertain future 

Adding value through ambassadorship and bridge-building 

When asked about how having graduates taking part of a graduate program adds value to their 

organization, the program managers emphasized three things in particular: employer branding, 

new-thinking, and bridge-building. 

Many of the program managers expressed that their graduate program first and foremost 

added value to the organization as an employer branding activity. Several of the respondents 

referred to the number of applications their organization had received at the last graduate intake 

and were satisfied with what they perceived to be an if not growing, then steady interest in their 

graduate program among students. One manager said that despite only accepting a fraction of 

the many applications for the graduate program, he believed just having a graduate program 

open many students’ eyes to other job opportunities within the organization.  
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 On the note of employer branding, several of the respondents highlighted the value of 

being able to use former graduates when marketing their organization and future graduate 

programs. By letting former graduates share their career journey at the organization with 

applicants and talk about their experiences going through each stage of the program, several 

program managers said they believe the organization get their marketing of the program across 

more effectively than they as program managers would ever be able to do. One program 

manager explained that making graduates visible helps the organization show other employees – 

existing or potential – that they are an organization which believes in young people. 

Moreover, many of the respondents said their graduate program brings value to the 

organization by recruiting young, highly educated, and ambitious people. In describing the 

positive effect graduates have on the workplace, many of the respondents expressed that 

graduates bring something different – something new and fresh – to what already exists at the 

organization. They suggested that getting in new pair of eyes benefits everyone at the 

organization and helps the organization develop. One respondent said: 

“To get in these who are new, recently graduated, have a fresh education, drive, interest… fresh 

knowledge from their studies – I think it is really important to mix that up with these individuals 

who have worked here for a long time, have good knowledge about processes… right now, we 

stand before new challenges and that means we will need it, this fresh knowledge, information 

and strong drive which graduates have.” 

Several of the respondents said that graduates come into their organization with a can do-

attitude which they perceived to be rare among other employees. Some program managers also 

expressed that the same characteristics they at times believe is hard to manage in graduates – 

such as their naivety towards working life and their eagerness to perform – was something they 

find refreshing about them and believe is valuable to the organization.  

Lastly, there was a shared understanding among the respondents that that having a set of 

employees with a unique understanding of the whole organization – what several referred to as 
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getting a pilot perspective on the organization – was extremely valuable to the organization. 

According to the program managers, the opportunities their organization offer its graduates 

throughout the program – such as the opportunity to job rotate and network across the 

organization as well as take part in specific graduate training sessions – were quite unique and 

would take many years for many other employees to experience. One respondent said:  

”Let me put it this way, I know people who have worked like managers for about 35 years and barely 

spoken to anyone outside their own business department (…) Then, when have these graduates who 

throughout the program have gotten to see so many different parts of the organization, gotten to know 

people from all over the world, worked in all our different business units. Compared to a regular employee, 

they have gained a broader insight into what the whole company does”  

Most program managers shared the view that graduates, with their unique network across the 

organization, play an important role in facilitating better communication and understanding 

between different parts of their organization. One program manager explained that as his/her 

organization work cross-functionally to solve assignments, graduates have a vital in role in 

ensuring the communicating between different departments work. Another respondent similarly 

illustrated the benefit of having graduates by describing them as great bridge builders”, 

explaining that graduates help the organization understand itself better through sharing each 

other’s knowledge. A third respondent viewed graduates as perfect ambassadors for how the 

organization wants to work in the future. He/she stated that graduates tend to have less of a silo 

mentality than most other employees and believed they contribute by encouraging a sharing 

culture within the organization: 

“Let's say we have a graduate who works with an assignment in (unit 1). The fact that this graduate knows 

that you work in a different way in (unit 2), can pick up the phone or send an email, know which person he 

or she can contact (…) That's how we want to work in the future, we want people to share good examples 

and have a culture where we do not feel the need to protect what you have but instead you want to share.” 

When asked why it is important for the organization to have employees with a broad perspective 

on the organization, one program manager expressed a common view among the respondents 
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when he/she explained that his/her organization, similar to how an organization develops from 

comparing itself to other organizations, must compare its different internal parts to grow. 

Another program manager said:  

“Since we are such a large company, it is important to understand the organization and know 

who to contact to find out the right information. To understand this and have these contacts, this 

network, makes it easier (…) It is super important [for us] to be able to tie together our different 

organizations and business locations.”  

Lacking concrete follow-up measures 

While the interviews with all program managers clearly suggested that they view graduates as a 

valuable asset to their organization, the extent to which their organizations actually measure 

their value differed. In terms of working closely towards numbers and/or percentages, the 

accounts of the program managers suggested their organizations do this prior to the program, 

but not so much during or after the program period. For example, in the recruitment phase to the 

graduate programs, most organizations have specified exactly how many graduates they want to 

take in total and work towards recruiting a diverse group of graduates. One program manager 

said that his/her organization is careful to recruit a certain number of graduates from each 

country department that is to be part of the graduate program. Like many other of the 

respondents, he/she also explained that his/her organization each intake aims towards having a 

fair and even representation of both male and female graduates. 

As for the assessing the performances of the graduates during the program, a few of the 

respondents explained that their organizations set a number of specific performance targets – so 

called KPI:s (key performance indexes) – which guide them in different aspects of their work. 

However, the most common way for the program managers to continuously assess how the 

graduate program was going was to communicate directly with the graduates or their line 

managers. Some of the respondents conducted half-yearly or annual evaluations with the 
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graduates. Not having full insight how the graduates are experiencing the graduate program was 

frustrating to some of the respondents, who claimed that there is only so much they can do if 

they dot hear anything from the graduates or the line manager. One program manager explained:  

“I’m not down-to-business, I can’t follow up on them [the graduates] all the time because that would mean 

I wouldn’t have time to do anything else. It can be a challenge, that I can’t… make sure everything runs 

smoothly. And well, once again, I can’t do more than ask and follow up. If I don’t have something big I can 

act on, I can’t do anything.” 

In relation to long-term outcomes of the graduate program, many of the respondents referred to 

their organization’s retention rate of graduates. Several respondents were asked if they know at 

point in time their organizations reach return-on-investment on graduates, but no one could give 

a certain answer. Keeping some sort of track of former graduates – mainly doing occasional 

check-ups on them to see if they are doing well – appeared to be a common practice among the 

program managers, and it was clear that many of them follow the future career trajectory of 

graduates with great interest. All program managers had a sense of how large portion of 

graduates that stays within the organization, and some could even name their current roles from 

top of their minds. However, most respondents acknowledged that their organization – to their 

knowledge – does not take any further measures to measure the outcome of the graduates after 

the program. Several of the program managers expressed their frustration about their 

organization not doing more to follow up its graduates after the program. One respondent 

described this in terms of having clearer career paths in place for the graduates after the 

graduate program has finished: 

“We follow up on them in some way, every year we check, but my experience is that it does not result in 

anything more profound, not beyond that you can see their name on a list which shows where they currently 

are within the organization, if they hold any key position etc. Other than that, not much happens. I would 

like to see a different kind of planning and follow-up, perhaps we could have more of a pipeline where you 

can list them, like ‘we believe these individuals are ready to take on new challenges’. If so, whenever we 

notice there is a gap somewhere in the organization, we could try and match that individual.” 
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Another program manager expressed a similar concern. He/she admitted that one of the 

organization’s hardest challenges is to keep the graduates at the organization after the program 

and believed that for the organization to retain their best talents in the future, it must become 

better at earmarking its talent: 

“If we are to do this program, we must do it properly. That means taking the time and perhaps in some 

cases make a much clearer talent earmarking where we make sure that ‘we will fight to keep this person, no 

matter what happens internally. We will make sure that there is a form of back-up if a manager quits or if 

the person does not feel satisfied at work.”  

Discussion and Conclusion 

Formed by an object approach to talent 

As illustrated in the results section, program managers’ work is characterized by four things in 

particular: bringing in the right personalities, balancing high expectations, sharing the 

responsibility and clear impact but uncertain future.  

In their descriptions of their work prior to the program, program managers highlighted 

the importance of graduates possessing the right characteristics, thus accounting for a view of 

talent which is in keeping with Gallardo-gallardo et. al (2013) description of an object approach 

to talent. This presents a key finding of this study, as the talent approach seems to follow them 

in every aspect of their work, and furthermore brings insight into how the program managers 

perceive having a graduate program adds value to their organizations. 

This discussion has been divided into three parts, following the same logic as the results 

section: initially, I will analyze the program managers’ work prior to the programs, before 

moving onto their work during the programs and after the programs. In each part, I will discuss 

what characterizes the program managers’ work and the ways it adds – or tries to add – value to 

their organizations with the help of the chosen theories. Lastly, I will provide a summarizing 
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discussion in which I will compare the findings of the study to previous research. Through 

structuring my discussion this way, I aim to answer to my overall research question, which is: 

What characterizes program managers’ work with graduate programs and how do they 

perceive having these programs add value to their organizations?  

Prior to the program: matching personal characteristics with 

organizational needs 

A large part of the program managers’ work prior to the programs start is focused towards 

designing the structure of the program, advertising the program and recruiting the graduates. In 

this phase, they focus on attracting and recruiting graduates who possess the right personal 

characteristics, which is in keeping with an object approach to talent (Gallardo-gallardo et. al, 

2013). Initially, this is illustrated by the fact that the program managers include few technical 

criteria in their advertisement phase, instead focusing on the personal characteristics the 

graduates have. Furthermore, it is evident in the program managers’ accounts of how their 

organizations use sophisticated recruitment methods to find the graduates with the right 

personality. 

Within an object approach to talent, program managers’ descriptions of what is central 

to the recruitment phase suggest that they mainly take a view of talent as fit when recruiting 

graduates (Gallardo-gallardo et. al, 2013). This is illustrated by the fact that organizations tend 

to base their recruitment on certain value words or key characteristics which are intricately 

linked to their organizational culture. Furthermore, the importance of creating a good fit is 

strengthened by the program managers’ comments on wanting to find graduates who are 

“moldable”, which suggest that their organizations view the talent of graduates’ dependent on 

the organizational context. This will be touched upon later when discussing the psychological 

contract during the program.  
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Analyzed with Sparrow and Makrams’ (2015) four modes of value capture, taking an 

object approach to talent and further viewing talent as a fit prior to the program seem to both 

create and leverage value to the organizations in this study.  

In terms of creating value, the program managers' accounts suggest that graduates bring 

something new and fresh to the organization through their personalities. According to the 

program managers, having a graduate program benefits their organizations in this way through 

recruiting talented graduates directly on to the program, but perhaps more significantly as an 

employer branding activity. It seems that program managers’ work with advertising the program 

and the rigorous recruitment process which lead up to them, mainly add values by increasing the 

visibility of their organization as an attractive employer among students.  

When it comes to levering value, program managers give several examples of ways in 

which their work with graduate programs help organizations develop and extend the capabilities 

gained from talent to create new value (Sparrow and Makram, 2015). First, their accounts of 

graduates becoming great ambassadors for the organization through the graduate program 

illustrate that recruiting the right personalities can strengthen the employer brand both externally 

and internally. It seems that graduates, through the increased attention they get through the 

program as compared to regular employees, have the potential to become role models and set 

examples for other employees to follow. For example, as illustrated by some of the program 

managers, their organization might use them as part of the advertisement for future programs, 

thereby giving applicants inspiring examples of what the graduate program offers. As one of the 

program managers exemplified, it might also work as an employer branding activity internally 

by signaling the desired organizational culture.  

In keeping with previous research by Bedingfield (2005), many of the program 

managers in this study perceived that their graduate program adds value to the organization by 

creating a group of employees with unique overview and understanding of the organization. 
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Several program managers highlighted that through assigned job rotations, graduates get 

opportunities to network across the organization which few others ever get. This leverages value 

through facilitating communication across the organization, e.g., as graduates share knowledge 

across different units, and allows the organizations to get better insight into their whole 

operations. The fact that many program managers highlighted this value-adding effect is 

interesting as it offers a possible explanation to why several managers stressed the importance 

that graduates possess a high level of social skill and a willingness to network. 

During the program: trying to manage the graduate PC 

 
While program managers in this study are highly involved in designing the programs and tend 

to work hands-on in their recruitment process leading up to them, they take a more overseeing 

role when the programs have started. Viewed through the lenses of psychological contract 

theory, an essential part of the program managers’ work during the programs seem to consist of 

trying to create a relational PC between them as an employer and the graduate as employees 

(Cuyper & Witte, 2006; Rousseau, 1990). This is evident by the program managers’ accounts of 

consistently trying, through upholding clear and honest communication, to balance the high 

expectations which surrounds the programs. 

For program managers, their expectations on graduates’ participation in the graduate 

program seem to be guided by the approach to talent as object taken in the recruitment process 

in that graduates are expected to demonstrate the desired personal characteristics which they 

have looked after in the recruitment phase, such as e.g., high motivation, result-orientation, 

openness to new things and a high level of social skills. Furthermore, similar to the findings of 

Dries and De Gieters (2014), they expect graduates to take initiative and be responsible for their 

own career development within the organization, both during and after the program.  

While all program managers mainly highlighted a view of talent as fit during the 

recruitment process, their approach to talent seem to change somewhat once graduates are part 
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of the program. When asked about graduates’ future within the organization, the program 

managers representing more structured programs – by stating clear expectations on the short-

term performances of graduates – gave a view of talent more in line with a combination of 

mastery and fit (Gallardo-gallardo et al., 2013). On the other hand, program managers 

representing less structured programs – through putting less emphasis on results but 

highlighting the necessity that graduates show the right attitude and a readiness to go out of 

their comfort zones throughout the program – seem to adopt a view of talent which put focus on 

commitment and fit (Gallardo-gallardo et. al, 2013). Analyzed with Boxall’s (2013) 

terminology, it seems that program managers responsible for more structured programs, 

compared to those representing less structured programs, emphasize the static fit of graduates 

more than the dynamic fit when speaking about their general expectations on graduates. This 

presents an interesting finding considering that all of them described the overall purpose of the 

graduate program as a long-term project, aiming at securing the long-term succession 

management at the organization. 

Where the program managers’ difficulties in managing the graduate PC clearly come to 

light is in their perceptions of graduates’ expectations. In keeping with previous research on the 

field, their accounts suggest that graduates tend to have unrealistic expectations of what it 

means to be a graduate. Like Clarke and Tracy (2017) referred to in their research, a common 

perception among program managers in this study is that graduates participating in a graduate 

program generally have high expectations of getting stimulating work tasks and have a fast 

career progression. Whether intentional or not, some of the program managers’ accounts 

indicate that organizations in this study, through the rigorous recruitment process which 

precedes their programs, might signal special status to graduates which is hard to manage 

(Clarke & Tracy, 2017). This is indicated by the shared sense of frustration among program 

managers that some graduates, once the graduate program have started, expect to “get things 

served”, a notion reminding a lot about what previous studies have referred to as the “crown-
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prince syndrome” (Dries & Peppermans, 2008; Ehrnrooth et al., 2018). Furthermore, some of 

the program managers’ suggestions that graduates in general tend to be bit naive indicate an 

overall frustration about what they perceive to be a lack of realistic understanding among 

today’s graduates of how working life works (McCracken et al., 2016; Luscombe, Lewis & 

Briggs, 2013; Senior & Cubbidge, 2010; Terjesen et al., 2007). 

Using Rousseaus’ terminology, program managers’ work with balancing these 

expectations – illustrated by their constant communicating with graduates and other involved 

parties in the program – can be viewed as a strategy to create a long-term sustainable graduate 

PC, moving from a transactional PC to becoming more of a relational PC (Cuyper & Witte, 

2006; Rousseau, 1990). Seen through Sparrow and Makrams’ (2015) four modes of value 

capture, it is evident that program managers certainly do their bit in trying to capture value 

through the program, that is making graduates dependent on the organizational text.  

Many of the program managers' accounts of graduates lowering their expectations and 

getting more down-to-earth throughout the course of the graduate program indicate that in most 

employer-graduate relationships, the graduate PC naturally develops towards becoming a more 

relational PC with time (Cuyper & Witte, 2006; Rousseau, 1995) . However, others attest to 

actively having to work with lowering graduates’ expectations each year. These findings 

suggest that one of the biggest challenges in program managers’ work concern how they, in 

their role, can make sure to build strong alignments with the graduates (Boxall, 2013). To bring 

in the right personalities is one thing, but the program managers’ account suggest that 

graduates’ wish to explore their potential easily take the upper hand once the graduate program 

begins (Rose, 2000). Somewhat ironically, it seems that some of the criteria which managers are 

basing their recruitment of graduates on might be a part of this as on the one hand, program 

managers want graduates who are. On the other hand, this inexperience might be problematic as 

it sets some graduates’ hopes and expectations on the graduate PC unrealistically high 

(Rousseau, 1995). The same can be said for the program managers’ wish to have graduates who 

are committed and flexible, which must be matched by satisfying graduates’ need for security 
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and community (Boxall, 2013). As exemplified by many of the program managers, how 

mutualities such as these play out during the program seem to make the difference between 

praising one graduates’ ambition and drive, versus being frustrated about another one’s over-

ambition and naivety. 

Working to create these mutualities – and create a relational PC – seem to be easier said 

than done, as the program managers accounts of the programs being a shared responsibility 

suggest. Some of the program managers’ frustrations regarding not gaining enough insight into 

the daily work of the graduates are consistent with Dries and De Gieters’ (2014) suggestion that 

a hard part of managing the graduate PC might be that those who design the programs (often 

themselves) do not have the same knowledge about how the program is experienced as those 

who participate in it (the graduates and the line managers). As the program managers are not 

physically present themselves in the daily, they are often dependent on other parties keeping 

them updated. Almost needless to say, this might make it hard for them to accurately judge the 

state of the graduate PC before it is to late (Rousseau, 1995).  

Knowing the importance other parties play in forming the graduate PC, most of the 

program managers’ view communicating with and educating others about graduates’ needs and 

the overall purpose of the graduate program as a vital part of their work. Still, some program 

managers share a frustration about what they perceive to be a lack of common understanding 

within the organization on what the purpose of the graduate program is or should be about. It 

seems as if, despite program managers explaining the purpose of having graduates, other parties 

within the organization have their own concept of what taking on a graduate means. This was 

especially evident in one program managers’ description of the tug-of-wars between line 

managers which often precede the graduate intake. His accounts are similar to Connor et al. 

(2013) concern for the lack of planning behind graduate intake numbers in the sense that intake 

of graduates – to that particular program – seem to more affected by the short-term needs of the 

departments which will take them on, than the long-term needs of the organization as a whole. 
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In this instance, it seems that the program manager’s work in trying to establish a dynamic fit 

might be undermined by their high focus on creating static fit (Boxall, 2013). 

Taking all frustrations of the program managers together, an overall uncertainty in their 

work with capturing value seems to lie in whether their approach to talent is shared by those 

who are more involved in implementing the program (Sparrow and Makram, 2015; Gallardo-

gallardo et. al, 2013). Whether it has to do with the definition of talent, understanding of what is 

expected of a graduate or how graduates are to be managed most effectively, it seems that 

program managers constantly work towards bridging gaps internally because they feel this is 

required in order to create a relational PC between employer and graduate (Rousseau, 1995). 

After the program: causing frustration over lack of follow-up 

measures 

Once the program period has ended, the program managers’ usually get a sense of the 

graduates’ overall experience of participating in the program through conducting evaluations. 

However, as the time passes, they seem to lose control over the graduates’ fate within the 

organization. This is underlined by the fact that the program managers, despite highlighting that 

they follow up on graduates after the program, did not give concrete examples of any isolating 

mechanisms which facilitate in keeping graduates. If anything, some of the program managers’ 

comments suggest that they think organizations must do better in this aspect if they want to 

make sure they do not lose graduates to competitors. This, in addition to the program managers’ 

shared frustration over what they perceive to be a lack of concrete follow-up measures taken to 

make sure graduates stay at the organization in the long-term brings into question how 

organizations work to protect value in the graduate programs (Sparrow & Makram, 2015). 

Analyzed through Boxall’s (2013) three tests of mutuality, the strength of the bond 

between employer and graduate which have been built throughout the programs – and which 

must be crucial for keeping the graduates at the organizations in the long-term – seems to get 
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left to chance after the programs end. This is quite surprising, seeing as a distinctive purpose of 

organizations for having the programs – according to the program managers – is to secure the 

long-term succession management at the organizations. Surely, organizations should look to 

make sure that graduates stay for a couple of years at the organization after finished program if 

they are to make a worthwhile return on investment. After all, they have invested a lot of time 

and resources into the graduates when recruiting them and by giving them unique opportunities 

once part of the program. 

The program managers are, together with senior management, the ones who set the 

direction when they design the programs. However, seeing as the graduate PC is made up of 

many different parties, perhaps the most important question for organizations relates to how 

they ensure that all parties involved in a graduate program are on the same page and know how 

they can contribute most effectively to the purpose of the program (Rousseau, 1995). This is 

equally true for after the program as during it, given the long-term objectives of having the 

programs.   

Summarizing discussion 

The findings of this study are largely consistent with the previous research presented in 

the theoretical knowledge section. Overall, the accounts of the program managers as to why 

their organizations have a graduate program support research which states that graduate 

programs are believed to have the potential to secure the long-term succession management 

(Connor et. al, 2006; Garavan & Morley, 1997, McDermott et. al, 2006) and strengthen the 

competitiveness of organizations (Beechler & Woodward, 2009; Iles, Chuai & Preece, 2010; 

Lawler, 2008). Furthermore, their views of what separates graduates from other employees are 

similar to previous research which claims that graduates have the high potential to develop 

quicker into taking an important role within the organization than regular employees 

(Bedingfield, 2005).  
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One of the ways in which the findings of this study seem to differ from other studies 

lies in the approach program managers take to talent when recruiting graduates to the programs 

(Gallardo-gallardo et. al, 2013). Unlike McCracken et al. (2016) findings which suggest that 

organizations would prefer to take a subject approach to talent if they could, the accounts of the 

program managers in this study suggest they prefer to take an object approach to talent, more 

specifically working with talent as fit. Most program managers seemed to value the benefits of 

recruiting inexperienced graduates because they bring new-thinking into the organization and 

might be more moldable than other employees. In line with previous research on graduates 

(McCracken et al., 2016; Bedingfield, 2015), my interpretation is that program managers in this 

study seek after graduates with the right soft skills rather than hard skills as they view hard 

skills as easier to teach than soft skills. Furthermore, recruiting graduates with more hard skills 

might not be worth it if their extra years of working experience mean they are less moldable. 

In relation to the program managers’ work during the graduate programs, the findings of 

this study are in keeping with literature which highlight that employer have a difficult time in 

matching the high expectations of today’s graduates on job tasks and career development with 

the needs of the organization (Beechler & Woodward, 2009; Luscombe, Lewis & Briggs, 2013; 

Terjesen et. al, 2007; McDermott et. al, 2006, Clarke & Tracy, 2017). Similar to previous 

research, the accounts of the program managers in this study suggest that perceived talent status 

among graduates can impact their attitude positively (Björkman et. al, 2013; Gelens et. al, 

2014), as well as create arrogance and lead them to incorrectly perceive that the employer is in 

charge of their development (Dries & De Gieter, 2014; Dries & Pepermans, 2008; Pfeffer, 2001, 

Ehrnrooth et. al, 2018). Although this study does not explore graduate programs over time, the 

findings might give some support to the research which claims the power relation between 

employer and employee has shifted towards the individual (Dries, 2013; Tucker et. al, 2005; 

Rousseau, 2001). When it comes to program managers’ descriptions of the importance line 

managers play on the overall outcome of the programs, as well as their perceived lack of insight 
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into how the graduates are doing once in the program, these findings seem to support Clarke and 

Tracys’ (2017) argument that how organizations fit TM strategy with TM implementation have 

importance for how the programs are experienced and evaluated in the long-term.  

 In terms of how program managers perceive graduate programs add value to 

organizations, this is where the most interesting findings of this study come to light.  First, while 

the program managers’ accounts of how the programs leverage value through developing a 

group of employees with unique overview of the organization are in keeping with previous 

research by Bedingfield (2005), their explanations of how having a graduate program both 

creates and leverages value as an employer branding activity has – to my knowledge – not been 

highlighted in previous research. Second, given the conviction among scholars regarding the 

view of graduate programs as a cost-effective way for organizations to work with talents (Holt 

Larsen, 1996; McCracken et. al, 2016; Tansley, 2011; Vloeberghs et al., 2005), as well as the 

shared belief that the programs are able to generate a higher return on investment and add value 

through increasing the performance levels of the organization’s stars (Warren, 2006; Boudreau 

& Ramstad, 2005), one of the more surprising findings of this study relates to the program 

managers’ lack of knowledge about any concrete follow-up measures taken by the organization 

in their work with the graduate program.  

From the interviews with the program managers, there are no doubts that they view 

having a graduate program as valuable to their organizations. In terms of Sparrow and 

Makram’s (2015) four modes of value capture, having a graduate program primarily creates 

value through bringing in graduates which possess the right personal characteristics. 

Furthermore, the design of the graduate programs enables graduates to rotate and network 

across the organization, which gives graduate programs a value leveraging effect in that 

graduates help the organization create value in other parts of their business. 

When it comes to capturing and protecting value, these modes of value capture are 

clearly dependent on other parties and thus harder for program managers to control by 
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themselves. In terms of capturing value, it seems that program managers, by searching for 

graduates which are inexperienced and thus a bit more moldable than other employees, as well 

as trying to balance the expectations of the graduates throughout the program, are consciously 

doing their part to capture value. However, seeing as program managers often take a step back 

in the implementation of the program, they lack full insight into how well graduates fit in and 

develop at the organization. For example, while an important part of all program managers in 

this study is to balance graduates’ expectations with the needs and reality of the organization, 

their work might be undermined if those who work closest to the graduates in their everyday 

work – often the line managers – act completely differently. If the behaviours of line managers 

do not match the perceived promises made by program managers when designing the program, 

graduates might sense that the graduate PC has been breached by the organization. If graduates 

choose to leave because of this, this will not only mean that the program managers’ work to 

capture value has been unsuccessful, but also that the organization fails to successfully protect 

value through their graduate programs. 

It is important to acknowledge that taking an object approach to talent and further 

viewing talent mainly as fit when recruiting graduates, puts the focus beyond the graduates’ 

hard skills and instead emphasize how organizations work to develop them. If organizations, as 

the results of this study suggest, for example look to mold graduates according to the 

organizational needs, this will likely require a huge focus on organizations’ part to create a 

sustainable long-term sustainable relationship between them as an employer and graduates. 

Furthermore, organizations will need to put structures in place, not only during the program but 

also after, which enable graduates to continue learn and develop, as this is seems to be common 

expectation among graduates. This is vital for organizations to be able to keep graduates and 

develop them into taking on key positions within the organization in the long-term, thus 

fulfilling the overall purpose of having the graduate programs.  
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Practical implications 

The findings of this study give several indications on what characterizes program managers 

work which can be beneficial HR practitioners working with graduate programs. 

When organizations, as exemplified in this study, take an object approach to talent and 

furthermore view talent as fit, it is important to recruit graduates which possess the right 

characteristics. In such case, organizations might be wise to put effort into deciding 

characteristics which they believe will fit in with the current organizational culture. 

Furthermore, they should prioritize including personality tests in the recruitment process which 

help them objectively assess the personal characteristics of applicants. 

Seeing as line managers and other employees play a key part in shaping graduates’ 

overall experience of graduate programs, HR practitioners might be wise to spend more time 

and effort selecting, educating and following-up the experiences of line managers and non-

graduate employees which are involved in the programs.  

The accounts of the program managers in this study suggest a gap between how 

graduate programs are designed and implemented. HR practitioners can help program managers 

in bridging this gap by investing in feedback systems which allows graduates and other parties 

to report their experiences of the programs in an easy way. This would assist program managers 

by helping them keep up with graduates’ development throughout the program, discovering 

which aspects of the graduate program work and quickly react to the ones which do not. 

Furthermore, if HR practitioners truly want graduate programs to fulfill the purpose of securing 

the long-term organization succession management, they would be wise to consider how to 

implement performance measures through each stage of the programs, including after they have 

finished. This would make it easier for their organizations to estimate when they have reach 

return-on-investment on the programs. 
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Limitations and recommendations for future research 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the findings suggest that program managers’ work with graduates taking part in a 

graduate program is characterized by four things: bringing the right personalities to the 

organization, managing graduates’ high expectations, sharing the responsibility, and clear 

impact but uncertain future. Dividing program managers’ work into three phases: prior to the 

program, during the program, and after the program, it is primarily their work prior to the 

programs which seem to add value to organizations. Their object approach to talent and view of 

talent as fit in the recruitment process creates value by bringing in new-thinking and 

strengthening the organizations’ employer brand (Gallardo-gallardo et al., 2013; Sparrow & 

Makram, 2015). Furthermore, their design of the programs – especially the job-rotations which 

provide graduates with a unique understanding of the organization – leverages value through 

facilitating communication across different organizational units (Sparrow & Makram, 2015).   

During the programs, program managers’ try to capture value through building strong 

mutualities with graduates (Boxall, 2013). Viewed through the lenses of psychological contract 

theory, their work can be seen as trying to create a relational graduate PC, characterized by a 

higher degree of loyalty and trust (Cuyper & Witte, 2006; Rousseau, 1995). However, it seems 

like the talent approach the program managers’ have taken prior to the program follows them 

into their work with the programs and makes this difficul (Gallardo-gallardo et al., 2013). First, 

it creates high expectations among graduates which needs to be managed. Second, it creates 

what they perceive to be enough understanding about graduates’ needs among other parties 

which make up the graduate PC (Rousseau, 1995).  

Finally, the extent to which program managers’ work with the programs protect value is 

unclear (Sparrow & Makram 2015). However, the program managers’ frustrations over what 
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they perceive to be a lack of concrete follow-up measures after the program suggest that 

organizations can do much better in this aspect. 

In summary, the findings of this study suggest that graduate programs do add 

considerable value to organizations by creating and leveraging value. However, program 

managers’ difficulties in capturing and protecting value puts into question how realistic 

organizations’ objectives of securing the long-term succession management through the 

programs are. More research is needed to explore how different talent approaches influences 

both the work and outcome of graduate programs further.  
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Appendix 1 - Interview guide 

 

Allmän 

information 

om intervju-

personen 

 

Berätta lite kortfattat om dig själv. 

 

Hur länge har du arbetat i din nuvarande roll? 

 

Beskriv din roll och dina arbetsuppgifter kopplade till traineeprogrammet. 

Hur ser processen ut i grova drag?  

 

 

Bakgrund 

och syfte till 

trainee-

program 

 

När startade din organisation  traineeprogram?  

 

Varför har ni traineeprogram idag? Finns det en uttalad målsättning eller 

syfte med programmet? 

 

Hur bidrar ert program till att skapa värde för organisationen?  

 

Skiljer årets program sig från tidigare år? Hur då? 

 

 

Rekryterings-

processen 

 

Hur skiljer sig rekryteringen till ert traineeprogram från rekrytering till en 

vanlig tjänst? 

 

Hur många från organisationen är involverade i rekryteringsprocessen? 
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Vilka krav förväntas de ansökande uppfylla? Vem bestämmer dem? 

 

Finns det krav som är viktigare än andra? Varför? 

 

Lovar ni era traineer tillsvidareanställning efter programmet? 

 

Varför söker nyexaminerade studenter sig till er? 

 

Vilka förväntningar upplever du att de som söker till programmet har, både 

på programmet och er som organisation? 

 

Lever ert program upp till de förväntningarna? 

 

 

Under 

programmet 

 

Vad skiljer en graduatetjänst från en vanlig tjänst hos er? 

 

Hur påverkas graduates av att tillhöra en utvald grupp som graduate hos er? 

 

Hur ser resten av organisationen på traineer?  

 

Vem/vilka är ansvarig för graduates under programmet? Vilka uppgifter har 

handledaren, linjeledaren? Du som programansvarig? HR i övrigt? 
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Hur mycket insyn har du som programansvarig i graduates utveckling under 

programmets gång? 

 

Hur mäter ni graduates prestation under pågående program? 

 

Hur förändras graduates förväntningar på programmet och er som 

organisation under programmets gång? 

 

 

Efter avslutat 

program  

 

 

Följer ni upp utgången av programmet? Hur? 

 

Finns det något ni märker att graduates är mer respektive mindre nöjda 

med? 

 

 

Hur upplever du att deltagarnas övergång från graduate till fast tjänst har 

funkat?  

 

Vad skiljer en person som har gått ert graduate-program jämfört med någon 

som har jobbat hos er i lika lång tid? 

 

Hur många deltagare stannar kvar efter avslutat program?  

 

Vilka roller får typiskt sett era graduates inom företaget efter avslutat 

program? 
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Vem bär störst ansvar för att graduate-programmet blir lyckat för den 

enskilda graduaten? 

 

Är du nöjd med utfallet av ert nuvarande program? Varför/varför inte? 

 

Vad gör ni bra med ert graduate-program idag? Vad kan ni förbättra i 

framtiden? 

 

 

Avslutande 

frågor 

 

Vad är det bästa med att arbeta med ert graduate-program? 

 

Vad upplever du kan vara utmanande eller svårt? 

 

Finns det något du vill tillägga som du inte har pratat om? 

 

 


